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ADAPTING VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL INSTRUCTION 

TO THE 

INDIVIDUAL NEEDS OF PUPILS 

ClWlTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. The Problem stated. The problem attempted is the 

for.mulation of a program for adapting vooational agrioul

tural instruction, in secondary sohools, to the individual 

needs of the pupils. 

This maJor problem involves the solving of the 

following minor problems: 

1. Deter.mine the need for plaoing vocational 

agrioultural instruction upon an individual baais. 

2. Deter.mine the guiding prinoiples and as

sumptions for individualizing vooational agrioul

tural instruction in seoondary schools. 

3. Determine an effeotive organization for 

putting the instruction upon an individual basis. 

4. Determine the sohool faoilities necessary 

f~r carrying on individual instruction. 

5. Determine the prooedure to follow in oon

duoting individual instruction. 

S. Determine what class reoords to keep. 

7. Determine adequate tests for measuring 

the effectiveness of individual instruction. 

8. Determine the duties and abilities of 
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teachers for organizing and oonducting individual 

instruction. 

~. Determine the disadva.ntages and dangers of 

individual instruotion. 

B. Terms Defined. State Boards for Vooational Eduoation 

are set up in each state by legislation within the states ao

cepting the provisions of the Federal Vocational Eduoation Act, 

oommonly referred to as the Smith-Hughes Act. The aot has for 

its purpose the enoouragingof vooational instruotion in agri

oul ture, trade and indust-ries, and home eoonomics in the states 

of the union. Suoh instruction is enoouraged by grants from 

the federal treasury, expended in oooperation with the states. 

"Vooational agrioulture," striotly speaking, means agri

culture followed as an oocupation for livelihood, not as an 

avocation, as investigation, or for any other purpose. Vo

oa.tional education in agriculture as defined in the Federal 

Vocational Eduoation Act must meet four specifio requirements: 

(1) It shall fit for useful employment; (2) It shall be of 

less than o.ollege grade; (3) It shall be designed to meet the 

needs of persons who have entered upon or who are prepa.ring to 

enter upon the work of the farm, (4) Provisions shall be made 

for at least six months of directed or supervised practice in 

agrioulture. Such expressions as "vocational agricultural 

instruotion~~ or "teaching of vocational agriculture~ imply 

teaohing that meets the above definitions. The word "vocation

al" is used to emphasize the depa.rture from the academio type 

of agricultural instruction. 
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·Vooational agricultural pupils," are those enrolled 

in vocational agricultural schools or classes under public 

supervision or control, authorized by the State Boards for 

Vo'oational Eduoation, wi th the approval of the .Federal 

Board for Vocational Education. 

By "individual needs," are meant those eduoational 

needs which grow out of the pupils life experienoes in 

purposeful aotivities and ente~rises, in conduoting his 

supervised praotice or in the doing of real farm jobs. 

"Individual instruction," is a method of teaching 

whereby the teacher may meet and work wi th pupil"s as in

dividuals while the other members of the class are engaged 

upon profitable class work. 

"Individualization" is a socializing and oo-operative 

proo... in whioh the teacher and the. needy pupil work to

gether in order that th:s the end the pupil may better fill 

his plao., fir-st in sohool ~d later in society at large. 

O. Origin of the Problem. In the Twenty-First Year

~ook, on "Intelligence Testing," and in the Seventeenth 

Yearbook, Part II, published by, The National Sooiety for 

the study of Eduoation, muoh material was presented to 

demonstrate the striking range of indiVidual differemeas 

found in the native oapacity and the eduoational aohieve

ments of pupils. No one at all oonversant with the facts 

there set forth can avoid the oonviction that mass instruc

tion of pupils leaves muoh to be desired pedagogically. 
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One method of meeting in part the diffioulties of mass in

struotion was extensively treated in the Twenty-Third Year

book, Part It on ftThe Education of Gifted Children," and in 

the Nineteenth Yearbook, Part II, on "Classroom Problems in 

the Education of Gifted Children." The desire to carry dif

ferentia.tion still further ha.s resulted in a variety of ex,. 

periments to individualize instruction in the general edu

cational fields. The success of these experiments have 

stimulated the desire to individualize vooational agricul

tural instruction. Before this desire can be realized a 

program for individualizing vocational agricultural instruo

tion must be set up from precedent established in general 

eduoation and t.rades and industrial educational fields, along 

with such mea.ger data derived from experiments in the vooa

tional agricultura.l field. 

D. Reasons for Making the Study. If we acoept the the

sis that eduoation should assist people to do better the 

desirable things that they are going to do anyway, an inter

esting vista opens .p to the sohool man. Here at least is 

a olue as to appropriate stuffs for the ourriculum maker

the desirable things that people will eventually do, quite 

regardless of what we attempt in the way of traditional 

programs of education, or more over without regard for our 

own particular pet philosophies of what education should 

oomprise and attempt to aooomplish. 
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Men are gOing to work with their hands, and, nearly 

half of them, sinoe they live in rural oommunities or in the 

oountry, will have muoh to do with agrioultural matters. 

Our thesis ohallenges us with the question as to what we 

will have our sohools do to lead our rural ~outh to under

stand, interpret, and in many cases, learn the speoifio 

knowledges and skills of agrioultural industry? 

The agrioultural industry is not one where uniform 

or standard praotioes oan be entirely us·ed on every farm. 

Every farm differs from every other farm in some respeot, 

&8 to fertility of the soil, the lay of the land, in degree 

of productiveness and physical development. Every farmer 

is oonfronted with a variety of specific problems peouliar 

to his own farm. These specific problems arise from the 

fact that every farmer's conditions are different. Condi

tions vary in; the kind of orops grown, the system of farm

ing used, the kind of livestock kept, the amount of working 

oapital, the kind and amount of equipment available, the 

marketing faoilities, and in many other respeots too numer

ous to mention. 

Farmers vary widely in their capacity to solve 

these varying problems under their various conditions. They 

vary in native capacity and in farming knowledge and skill. 

The wide spread use of intelligence tests and 

achievement tests, in rural schools, during the past few 

years has made every educator realize forcefully that rural 

ohildren vary greatly as individuals and that anyone school 
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grade oontains ohildren of an astonishingly wide variety 

of oapaoity and aohievement. 

It has beoome palpably absurd to expect to a-

ohieve uniform results from uniform assignments and mass 

instruotion given to a olass of widely differing individuals. 

There has, therefore, awakened a desire to find some way of 

adapting vooational agrioultural instruotion to the differ

ing individuals who attend vooational olasses. 

Conolusions arrived at from experiments conducted 

with individual education in the general educational, trades 

and industria£ fields add support to attempts to adjust vo-

cational agricultural instruction to individual needs. 

Some of these conclusions and theories are: 

"The progress of our day in the science of education 
is nowhere more evident than in the field of individual dif
ferenoes. ~ere is clear recognition of the fact that it is 
the individual child who is to become the oitizen, the leader, 
or the oriminal, the public charge; and that both the material 
and aplritual values of the age will depend in a large measure 
upon the habits and attitudes set up in the schools on the part 
of eaoh individual child. 

But public education is not keeping pace with the 
proved outoomes of research in this ~ield. Mass methods are 
still in use, although they have b'een shown to be not only 
unintelligent, because impossible of specific direction, but 
actually brutalizing in their effect upon both pupil and teach
er." (1, A·A. Sutherland, Individual Differences Among Children, 
p. 1). 

"Every experiment systema'C-ically preformed yields aome 
data regarding the modifio~tions of abilities by the experiences 
of home, school, lab:ratory, or playground. Differences 'of motor 
skill, sensory discrimination, perceptual abilities, while they 
must have an inherited basiS, become useful when recognized and 
skilfully employed. Certain prinoiples important for eduoation 
emerge from all these studies, and may be thus formulated: 

1. No group has yet been found in whioh the individuals 
composing it possess equal amounts of anyone a.bility., 
2. Performanoes vary so greatly as to indicate that no 
single requirement is adequate as a stimulus to a maj ori ty 
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of the group. 
3. To study the development of a learning process it is 
absurd to set up as a standard a definite quantity of 
performance and expect each member of the group to ac
complish just that amount and no other. It (1, p. 5 - 6). 

"The conclusion is certain that individual differen
ces are due in some degree to inheritance and are magnified 
vy experiential modifications and the resulting mental organ
ization. The new science is making steady progress with 
quantitative methods in dealing with problems of great per
plexity. The development of citizenship must take account of 
the actual facts in this wide range of raw material, recognize 
the fact that children differ in inheritances, general and 
specific, and in the will to use and further develop the modi
fications of abilities. The first task in intelligent educa
tion, then, is to discover the ~nount of development which has 
already occured in any bit of raw material which is to be 
transformed into effective citizenship; The second is to dis
cover a means to develop greater ability; and the third is to 
justify the methods employed by a demonstration of the amount 
of development actually achieved." ~ p. 9). 

"Mastery of the textbook has been taken as equivalent 
to ability. The course of study in the past has been uniform, 
thanks to manyfacturers of textbooks. TheBe are, indeed, 
courses of study which consist merely of lists of topics from 
the textbook showing the number of pages to be covered in a 
gi'tenr±ime. The ad.."Tlinistration of the course of study has been 
unifor.m also in the sense that every pupil was expected to mas
ter the sa"Tle portion of it, to approximately the same degree of 
perfeotion, and in the sallle time." (1, p. 18 - 19). 

"As with the curriculum, the most significant need in 
the grades is for a flexible organization to suit the needs of 
pupils. If it were possible to use a textbook five minutes in 
the case of one pupil and five days in the case of another, this 
need could perhaps be met. Hut this question, overwhelming 
without materials for practice exercises and tests of the im
media.te material by which pupils c-an check their own mastery 
and progress, is more than a textbook proble~." (1, p. 20 - 21) 

"Pupils diffe~ in the amount of time required of the 
teacher. Certain pupils, if allowed to work uninterruptedly, 
will forge ahead at a rapid pace; but other pupils need aid, 
the more or less developed their abilities. Each pupil will 
grow at his own rate, relatively to his development and effort, 
if permitted to do so. The present methods of class organiza
tion prevent growth along some lines in some of the pupils and 
turn growth in undesirable directions in others. It (1, p.23). 
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"The primary consideration in schools heretofore 
has been ease of administration, not efficiency of instruc
tion. Ease in organizing and managing the course of study, 
ease in handling and directing the use of textbooks, ease in 
orge.nization of classrooms, have made possible the adminis
tration with equal ease of larger and larger classes. The 
quality of the citizen who is a product of this maladjust
ment of the schools depends too largely upon influences 
outside the school, and is not sufficiently influenced by the 
school training." (1,p.29). 

"The more carefully the proces~es and goals of edu
oation are analysed and made clear, the more the faot appears 
that individual'differences are unavoidable and invaluable. 
By means of them the public schools should be able to keep up 
a wholesome supply of the many kinds of persons needed to 
carryon the complex work of civilization, all of these dif
ferent individuals with trained abilities in a state of 
healthy and buoyant readiness to perform their appropriate 
tasks." (1, p.29). 

Kilpatrick, in Education for a Changing Civiliza
tion (2, p. 49) says, ttThings are changing. So everyone 
agrees. As to trend of change, there are many minds." •••• 
"T.his fact of permanent, rapid, and increasingly rapid change 
1n£roduces into the world a new and extremely difficult prob
lem. The material advance in civilization threatens to out
run our social and moral ability to grapple with· the problems 
so introduced. Already one significant result appears. Our 
youth no longer accept authoritarian morals. We must develop 
then a point of view and devise a correlative educational 
system which shall take adequate account of this fact of ever 
increasing change. Otherwise civilization itself seems 
threatened." 

Of the demands on education, Kilpatrick says, "Our 
changing oivilization clearly makes new and far-reaching 
demands on education. Some of these have already come before 
us but, so far, rather in general outline than in specific 
detail. " •••• • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 
"Until recently the school, itself re~isting change, has thus 
been on the whole a bulwark against social change." •••• 
• • • • "not only must the schools be bfought abreast of 
changes already effected in our social life, but mUGh more, 
our basic theory of education must be so reconstructed as to 
include as an essential detennining elemen~ the recognition 
of the permanent fact of rapid and increasing change. This 
has not yet been adequately accepted as the' necessary basis 
for the management of our schools." . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

"One part in the reorganized outlook is to give up 
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our hitherto professed right to fix our children's thinking. 
Probably the most useful way of conceiving education is to 
take it as the process by which we acquire our ways of be
having. This, of course, takes the term "behaving" in its 
most general and inclusive sense, to include attitudes and 
beliefs as well as the outward ways of responding. 11 •• 

"Education has been the process by which those at 
present in charge of affairs determine what the rising gen
eration should think and do. Probably at this moment in 
this country most parents have never doubted their right and 
duty so to determine their children's" intellectual and moral 
futures. • . . • This right of parents or other grown-ups to 
determine what children shall think must be essentially re
vised. In the new situation of ever increasing change, we 
cannot, try as we will, foretell what our children will need. 
to think, while wi,th the new philosophy of change and its 
ethics those who are at present in authority have no such 
right of control. Our duty is so to prepare the riSing gen
eration to think that they can and will think for themselves, 
even ultimately, if they so decide, to the point of revising 
or rejecting what we now think. Our chosen beliefs will have 
to stand thls ordeal. If they are worthy to survive, the. 
probabilities are that they will stand this test ••••• We 
must free our children to think for themselves. Any thing else 
is not only to refuse to accept the fac.ts as to the unknown 
changing future, but is at the same time to deny democracy and 
its foundational demand that we respect other people, even our 
own children. II • • • • 

"This older education has professed to prepare for 
adult life. Its failure has thus been twofold. It has not 
prepared for the present adult life, and it has altogether 
ignored the unknown future adult life. Instead of preparing 
for life as it now is, it has contrariwise too often taught 
only out-of-date and merely conventional subject matter . 
. • • • Instead of preparing as best it could for the shifting 
unknown future, this older education has in effect pretended 
that the future will be like the present .•••• Accordingly, 
to such of the older limited stock of precise subject-matter 
as sbhuld survive from this generation to the next there must 
be added certain more generalized methods and attitudes of 
attack that especially" fit for meeting novel situations, and 
all must be directed, as nearly as we can foresee, in conform
ity with the demands of the new situation." (2, p. 62) 

"And what outcomes are we to seek? . • • • On the one 
hand, our young people must build such dynamic outlook, inSight, 
habits, and attitudes as will enable them to hold their course 
amid change. To do this, they must, as they grow older, in
crease in the ability to stand on their own feet - to decide 
matters wisely for themselves. We, their elders, must in the 
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end renounce any and all claim to sovereignty over them. 
No longer can one generation bind the next to its solutions. 
On the other hand, our young people must learn such general 
and flexible teckncques as promise best to serve them in 
that mnknown future. We cannot know their precise problems, 
still less the answers to their problems, ~ut we can in some 
measure forecast the general run and outline of their prob-
lems. We can give them effective access to our stock of 
useful data. We can in particular give them an intelligent 
control over our best methods of attack, including the meth
od of criticizing methods. All this in order that the rising 
generation may be as effectively prepared as we can help it 
to be for an unknown and shifting future which confronts them. 

Such are the demands made on education by our rapidly 
changing civilization." (2, p. 85-86). 

Kilpatrick points out that we are confronted by 

continual changing civilization which puts new demands on 

education. This in turn means the stressing of a new and 

different kind of learning. This new kind of learning in 

turn demands a different kind of school and a new method 

of instruction. 

As to the new kind of school, Kilpatrick says, 

nFirst,it must be a school of life, of actual 
experiencing. No other one could furnish the needed learn
ing conditions. Second, it must be a place where pupils are 
active, where pupils enterprises form the pypical unit of 
learning procedure, for purposeful activity is the pypical 
unit of the worthy life wherever lived. Third, there must 
be teachers who, on the one hand, sympathize with childhood, 
knowing thus that growing can take place only through pro
gressive pupil activity, and who, on the other hand, see and 
know that growing is growing only as it leads to ever widen~ 
ing effectual control - who know that growing, judged thus 
by control, is effected only as better and more adequate ways 
of behavior are in fact progressively acquired, and that for 
this the race experience and accumulation is an invaluable 
treasury and source of supply, neither finished nor perfect, 
but yet avail·able for fullest use. It (2, p. 112-113). 

Of the new curriculum, Kilpatrick says. 

"We face thus a new conception of the curriculum 
as consisting properly of such a succession of school ex
periences as will be-st bring and consti tute the continuous 
reconstruction of experience. Such a conception seems best 
to fit the demands of our dynamic changing civilization. 
• • • • We now face an unknown futUre. We must prepare in 
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a different fashion. It is the active use and adaptation 
of the old in and for new situations that we must stress. 
As teachers we must make ourselves progressively unneces~ 
sary. The present must honestly intend to yield sOTereign
ty of control to the rising generation. Such a need the 
new conception of subject-matter and curricul~~ are meant 
to supply ••••• It is life directing itself in the light 
of the past but not subjection to the past ••.• Growth 
• • . • consists in taking more and more of life into ac
count as decisions are made. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 

It •••• this new curriculum consists of experiences. 
It uses subject-matter, but it does not consist of subject
matter. The old curriculum consisted of subject-matter set 
out to be learned for giving back on demand. The essence of 
the new curriculum is the child activity at work needing for 
his present experiences better ways of behaving." (2,p.123-l25) 

"Now experiences. while they can in some measure be 
foreseen and steered, nevertheless-- if they are truely edu
cative-- can if ever be ordered outright. The curriculum then 
must have ready in advance much that will be used, at times 
information, at other times sources of information, at still 
other times specific procedures available as occasion demands. 
At all times will help in directing affairs, but the aim will 
be the building up of pupils. 00 that the teacher will most 
plan how the pupils may with maximum feasible self-direction 
pursue ends that so appeal as to call forth maximum energy 
and resource. It is this and not the covering of specific. 
ground or the acquisition of specific subject-matter that 
will engage the teacher's time and endeavor. This kind of 
curriculum promises most of help against that day when the 
individual, become adult, must face the worlds problems ever 
coming out of that unknown future. This seems the only way 
of learning to meet that unknown future." (2,p.l25-126). 

"We cannot tea.ch consistently unless we know the 
goal ••••• we woqld have as goal, so far as it is embodied, 
that type of person who is able and disposes to think and 
de~id. for himself, think freely without the ways of preju
dice, decide unselfishly, preferring the social good to any 
merely private good or gain.. The only goal we can accept 
is one that values personality." (2,p. 132). 

Franklin Bobbitt expresses the following views on 

curriculum making for the individual. 

"Life is an individual affair. It is the responses 
of the individual himself, as conditioned by his particular 
nature, to the situations which provide him with opportuni
ties and stimulations. No two pers.ons can have identical 
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natures, and the disparities among persons are far greater 
than education has yet cared to recognize. • • • • The life 
of child and youth can not be planned by educational author
ities, uniformly and mechanically, for a multitude of child
ren and youths at the sa~e time, and the plans then imposed 
equally and mechanically upon all. This can not be done 
even at school. But the major responsibility of education 
is- so to proj ect its influences that life is held high dur
ing the hours when one is away from school. In its details 
life can scarvely be planned at all except as it is planned 
currently and for the individual him~elf. In chief measure 
it appears it must be planned by the individual himself. 
Each person, it seems must have his own curricul~~. He may 
need much assistance, gUidance, oversight, and stimulation; 
and yet it appears that, except for very little children, and 
largely even for them, one must plan for one's self." .. 

"A uniform curriculwn, mechanically imposed upon all 
boys and girls of whatever situation, is, so far as it is ef
fective, a clear denial of the right of the individual to 
initiate plans and carry through activities in which he can 
most fully realize currently the ends of his existence. "(3,p. 
45- 46) • 

Each occupation demands its separate and special 

curriculUm. The occupation of farming demands its separate 

and special curriculum. The individual differences exist-

ing among children and the failure of the traditional class 

method of instruction to make adequate provision for them 

have been recognized to a greater or less degree for many 

years. Individual differences among children, while dis

turbing to a system of education which tries to ignore them, 

are potentially the means by which human society may progress. 

It appears that education should be administered with 

a view to giving individuals of what ever age the gr~ateBt 

possible amount of guidance for individual self direction; 

that curriculum-making is mainly concerned with the making 

of the individual curriculum for the individual boy or girl, 

by hims~lf9 or herself, as guided by teacher and parents. 
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But everyone concerned in planning the individual curriou

lum is in need of general guidance. Also guidance is need

ed for instructing the individual. One needs to know in a 

specific way what the activities are which are involved in 

the conduction of individual instruction. There is need 

for a plan of organization for ada.pting instruction in each 

occupational subject to the different individuals enrolled. 

The purpose of the present study is to set up a 

program where by teachers of vocational agriculture may be 

aided in attempting to give guidance, direction and assist

ance to vocational agricultural students who are individuals 

facing a life, that,in itself, is complex beyond description, 

with situations infinitely diverse and never the same for any 

two of them. 

E. The Novelty of the Problem. The trend of the currio

ulum-makers appears to be toward planning the individual 

curricul~~s of children and youths. 

The many studies and discussions of individual dif

ferences, individual curriculums, individual instruction and 

of education for individual behavior, indicates that there 

is a great amount of interest in these problems. 

If each occupation demands its separate and special 

curriculum, then a study having to do with individualizing 

the curriculum for vocational agricultural students should 

be of interest to the large body of persons interested in 

the teaching of vocational agriculture and its related sub

jects, economics, history and sociology. It also may prove 



Education To-Day Is Moving 

From "imposition on children 
of adult forms of thought, 
feeling, and behavior" 

From disregard of the indi
vidual 

From formal, academic, non
social standards. 

From subjective,unchecked 
bases of selection and or
ganization of curriculQ~ 
materials 

From disregard of life values 

From a narrow academic content 
of conventional skills and 
knolfledges 

From mass instruction 

From education as "subject-mat
ter set out to be learned, 
repeated,accepted ready-made, 
given back without adequate 
understanding. It 

From a teacher-controlled pro
cess 

From a curriculum organized 
by subj ects 

From a criterion of value 
based upon adult opinion 

From t1curriculQ~-revision by 
individuals and by subjects" 

From "measurement by mere sub
ject-matter tests and exam-

To "goals dictated by children's 
interests, needs, capacities 
for learning and experiences, 
as well as by the larger de
mands of society." 

To "work adj usted to contribute 
most fully to the development 
of the individual." 

To the "test of the effective
ness with which subsequent 
situations are met by the in
dividual. '''tIt is of paramount 
importance that the individual 
participate effectively in so
cial life." 

To bases of selection and organ
ization established by scientif
ic studies of both children and 
society. 

To "definite consideration of the 
problems of economic, political, 
social and individual life." 

To a content that "includes import
ant attitudes,generalizations,and 
anunderstand·ing of the important 
institutions and problems of life 
as well as the conventional skills 
and knowledges. 

To "provision for individual differ
ences." 

To Education as "change. of control 
of conduct, "as ways of responding 
to be built by the learner into 
his own character." 

To a process in whic4 the learner, 
with a "maximum of self-direction, 
assumes responsibility for the 
exercise of choice in terms of 
life values." 

To "materials of instruction as
sembled from the starting point 
of the needs of the learner, ir
respective of the content and 
boundaries of existing subjects." 

To a "criterion of value based upon 
measured contributions to facil
itation of 'true Learning'." 

To curriculum-revision by adequate 
groups of specialists, and as a 
whole. 

To measurement by tests~correspond
ing in type to the advances made 
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of interest to persons interested in individualizing other 

subj ects. 

It frequently happens, when agricultural teachers 

get together in discussion of problems confronting them, 

that the subject of individual instruction comes up. This 

shows that there is considerable demand for information on 

the subject. Several of the problems discuesed by this the

sis have their origin from these discussions. 

The individualizing of subjects in other fields 

than vocational agriculture has proven successful and inter

esting in many cases. This has created a desire, upon the 

part of vocational agricultural people, charged with the 

administration and (conduction) of agTicultural instruction, 

for more information relative to individual instruction. 

The data presented in this thesis should supply information 

of interest to this group_ 

D. Previous Studies in the Field. Up to the present 

time no attempt has been made to adapt vocational agricul

tural instruction to individual differences and needs. The 

subject has been considered at regional conferences and by 

some Teacher""Trainers, but no material has been presented 

for guidanc.e of vocational agricul tural teaohers. The author 

has conducted vocational agricultural shop work on the indi

vidual basis for the past two years, and vocational agricul

tural subjects in class for one year. 

Trade and Industrial Education under the Vocational 

Education Act has been conducted, in many cases, on the 

individual basis in teaohing specific occupations. 
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The ~wenty-Fourth Yearbook, of the National 

Society for the Study of Education, Part II, Adapting 

the Schools to Individual Differences, presents a study 

of the work done in the general educational field on in

dividual instruction. 

E. Sources of Data. An important source of data 

was found in the Yearbooks of the .National Society For 

The Study Of Education. Mueh data was found in books 

on vocational agricultural subjects, particularly those 

pertaining to methods of teaching. ~ook6 dealing with 

ourricul~~-making and philosophy of education were amso 

studied. Other sources of data are current publications, 

especially those pertaining to vocational training and 

education. 

Experiments in methods were conducted in the 

Sargent Consolidated School for two years, both in shop 

and cla.ss. 

Consultations were made with other agricultural 

teachers and those in charge of teacher-training in the 

Colorado Agricultural College. 

F. Procedure of Making the stUdy_ The first step in 

the study for adapting vocational agricultural instruction 

to the individual needs of the pupils was to determine the 

n~eds for such anstruction. These needs were derived from 

a study of the factors causing the mala.djustment of schools 

to individuals. The next step was to determine the guiding 

principles and assumptions for putting instruction on the 
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individual basis. These were derived from conclusions ar

rived at from experiments in other fields of education and 

from studies of curriculum-making. The methods of organi

%ation and presentation of subject-matter were built up 

from guides furnished as the result of similar work done 

ln other fields of education. .Methods of keeping recorda 

and testing were deri,ved from presen t practices in the 

vocational agricul tural field alo·ng wi th adaptations from 

other fields of education~ 



CRAPTER II 

THE HASIC ~EED~ ~OR PLACIBG VOCATIONAL 

AGRICULTURAL I~STRUCTIO~ UPOB THE INDIVIDUAL BASIS 

A. The Problem of the Chapter. The problem confront-

ing us, before we can set up a program for individual in

struction in vocational agriculture, is to determine what 

the basic educational needs are for placing vocational 

agricultural instruction upon the individual basis. 

B. The Relation of vocational Agricultural Education 

to General Education. In approaching the problems of 

education, one must distinguish clearly between general 

education and occupational education. While they differ 

endlessly in their details, yet, stated in general ter.ms 

they are much the same for all properly educated indivi-

duals. This education along lines common to most all, or 

nor.mal persons, we call "general education" Against this 

general education of human beings aB such, there is the 

specialized training for efficiency in performing the ac-

tivities of a specific gainful occupation. 

Both types of education. are governed in many respects 

by common fundamental principles of education. A brief state-

ment , concerning some of the more important principles and 

conceptions of education, as set down by prominent educators, 

is a necessary preliminary to a discussion of any educational 

problem.~_.-, 

~/ 1. What is Education? 

(a) "Education is the result of experiences 
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whereby we become more or less able to 
adjust ourselves to the demands of the 
particular for.m of society in which we 
live and work." (4, Prosser and Allen, 
Vocational Education In A Democracy,p. 
5) • 

(b) "Education is to prepare men and women 
for the activities of every kind which 
make up, or which ought to make up, 
well rounded adult life." (Bobbitt, in 
How to Make a Curriculum). 

(c) "Education concerns itself with life, 
to make life better. • • • • Eduoation, 
then, is desirably such a process of 
living as remakes life. Remakes it not 
once nor occasionally'at long intervals, 
but if possible continuously remakes 
it." (3. Kilpatrick, p. 131). 

(d) "Hence education means the enterprise 
of supplying the conditions which in
sure growth, or adequacy of life, ir
respective of age." (John Dewey, in 
Democracy and Education}. 

(e) "The chief aim of education is to teach 
pupils to do better the desirable 
things that they will do anyhow. 'rhis 
is interpreted to mean both those de
eireable present activities and assur
ed future needs. n' (Commi ttee on Cur
riculum reconstruction for the Rural 
Schools of Colorado). 

(f) "The goal for education is to continue 
and enrich this life by better thoughts 
and act, and this in turn is education. 
Education thus is life and for life." 
(2, Kilpatrick, p.134). 

(g) "Education may be very largely a process 
of natural growth." (0, ~agley and Keith 
in An Introduction to Teaching,p. 38). 

2. What is Teaching? 

(a) "To sti.TD.ulate, encourage and direct learn
ing is the soul and substance of the art 
of teaching. "{6,Bagley and Keith,p.27). 
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(b) "Teaching as the direction of growth.-
From the point of view that emphasizes 
education as growth, the work of teach
ing becomes primarily that of directing 
growth,-- of providing the right kind 
of stimulus at the time most favorable 
for the exercise that will promote growth. 
Thus the teacher, in place of being a 
taskmaster who makes arbitrary require
ments and then forces the learner to meet 
these requirements, becomes a guide and 
counselor, ever on the watch for signs 
that the learner is ready for this or that 
type of educative experience. When the 
child evinces a desire to learn, the teach
er ia there to help him realize this desire 
in the most effective way." (6, p.42). 

(c) Teaching goes hand in hand with education 
as the art of adapting the experiences of 
the race to the capacities Qf the individu
al. 

3. What is Learning? 

(a) "Learning is primarily a process of forming 
clear ideastthat will serve to guide and 
control behavior or conduct." 

(b) ~Repjtition is usually necessary to perfect 
and crystallize learning, but rep!tition to 
be most effective must mean also a further 
clarification or refinement of ideas." 

(c) "Learning, therefore, is essentially a men
tal process. Generally speaking. when men
tal activity ceases, learning ceases. The 
learner must percieve, he must for.m images, 
he must remember, he must think, he must 
consciously apply what he thinks." 

( 6, p. 33 - 34 ). 

4. What are the Materials of Education? 

(a) "Generally speaking, the materials of edu
cation comprise the conquests of mankind 
in its struggle upward. In a very real 
sense, they are SUbstantial and enduring 
deposits of human experience, and their 
place and importance in education are de
termined very largely by the measure in 
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which they enable each generation to 
stand upon the shoulders of those that 
have gone before. d 

In the school these materials -
these products of the race -- are or
ganized as "subjects of instruction" 
or school studiew." (6~ p.53). 

5. What is Mind and Its Development? 

(a) "The higher animals learn; that is, 
they modify their behavior in the 
light of their past experiencep and 
to bring past experience to bear upon 
behavior is an incontestible function 
of mind or consciousness. One might 
go farther and say with a large mea
sure of truth that mind is the light 
of past experience brought to bear 
upon present conduct." 

(b) "In the sense that it is always point
ing toward something new, mind is 
creative as w~ll as reprodu~tive. 
Mental life - conscious life - is a 
continually changing life. When it 
oeases to change, the mental element 
tends to drop out, and behavior beoomes 
mechanical. Conscious behavior is ~
sentially experimental forward looking, 
controlled ~ ~ future." (6,p.l32). 

6. What is the Importance of Inlisting the Instincts 

and Inborn Tendencies of Man in the Service of Education-? 

(a) "·Man himself has been able to work out hi s 
human destiny because he has been able to 
avail himself of the experiences of those 
who have gone before, but this very ability 
rests upon certain important natural or un
learned traits and tendencies." 

(b ) "Nature has done much to make man di sti·nc
tivelya learning animal. "(6, p. 162). 

(c) These instincts and innate tendencies, of 
man, have an important bearing on the 
problems of teaching and learning, say 
Bagley and Keith. The most important of 
their conclusions are: "(1) that man pos
sesses an inherited equipment of tendencies 
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or impulses, some of which greatly facil
itate the learning process; (2) that while 
physical heredity is important to education 
because it supplies this equipment' and thus 
makes it possible to start the processes of 
education, the great significance of educa
tion itself lies in the fact that it rep
resents not ~hysical heredity but social 
heredity; (3) that nature's best gift to 
hQ~an kind seems to have been a capacity 
that has enabled man to transcend nature, 
to rid himself of the leading strings of 
perfected instincts, and to work out his own 
destiny by accumulating and refining the 
fruits of his experience; and (4) that each 
generation in all probability must pay the 
price of effort and struggle if it is to 
stand on the shoulders of its predecessors, 
and i tse'lf leave an enlarged heri tage for 
those who come after." 

7. How does Learning take ,lace? 

(a) "Practice is necessary. We do not learn 
what we do not practice." 

(b) "The intent of the learner counts. 70r 
behavior to be acquired, we should mean to 
acquire it. 

(c) "Learning may come by a.ssociation. If two 
things ha.ppen together, emphatically enough, 
either one later presented to mind will re
call the other." 

(d) "Learning is never single. We cannot start 
a child to working at anyone thing and 
suppose that he learns just that one thing." 

(e) f',Isolated learning is doubtful learning. 
Ideally, it would seem, the learner should 
not only see and feel the pertinence of what 
is being leaneEii to some enterprises, he how 
has under way, but he should as far. ~s feas
ible also get his motive for learning from 
felt relationship- Thus are learning condi
tions best met. Practice and intent go to
gether." (3, Kilpatrick, p. 122 - 124). 

8. How does Learning Enter Life? 

(a) "To understand how learning enters life, we 
must look at life and ess.ntially at life 
outaide of the school. For, in spite of 
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our academic prejudice, out-of-school 
learning still remains the essential 
type of learning that it has always 
been and, moreover, it is besides, in 
both bulk and importance and probably 
in quality, the most important learning 
that we have." 

Out-of-school learning is the rule 
in both pre-school and post-school life, 
while during sohool days it surrounds 
and permeates school life. Indeed, at 
best the school merely does better what 
otherwise goes on just the same." 

" ••.• out-of-school learning comes 
by two roads: one by way of association, 
•••. the other, •••. as we meet and 
solve a situation of difficulty." 
(3, p. 124 - 125). 

Learning enters Life in Seven Ways. 

1. A practical step forward depends 

upon learning. 

2. By a real need for learning, an 

actual demand for it. 

3. (a) "Study", study is the effort 

to find and get the new way of be
having. (b) "Learn", learn means 'ind-

and getting the new way-of-behaving. 

The subject-matter of learning is & 

new way-of-behaving •.••. What is 

thus learned, the subject-matter, has 

three aspects which always go together. 

A 'mental', a 'physical' and a 'dispo-

si tional' • 

4. We get in an activity itself a real 

test as to whether learning has taken 

place: Can and does the child behave 

in a new way~ Does the activity once 

balked now go forward? 
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5. By encouragement, direction, as-

sistance and stimulation of teaohers 

or others. 

6. Through appropriation of the raoe 

experience, a child grows as an in-

dividual. Each foreward step lead

ing to others. 

7. In and from race experience the ohild 

moves forward in his career. 
(Adapted from Kilpatrick's Analysis 

of the Case) 

9. Resulting Conoeption of Education. 

(a) "Education concerns itself with life, to 
make life better. To the descerning 
look education is not something outside 
of life, applied as a tool, a lever say, 
with which to push life forward or higher. 
No, education is inside of life, inherent 
in life. Part of every life process it
self so far as life is worth while. Each 
step forward in living involves learning." 

"To be worth while in itself, life must 
include learning. The zest of life is at 
the growing edge. Each significant learn
ing experience in some measure remakes 
subsequent experience, in some measure 
gives a wider outlook as to the possi
bilities of life and deeper inSight into 
its processes; gives also differentiated 
attitudes and appreciations with respect 
to the different new things seen and felt; 
gives also increased technique, power of 
control over the experience process, to 
bring it more under conscious direction." 

"Education is such a prooess of asso
ciated living as continuously remakes 
life, carrying it always to higher and 
richer levels, not only for the indivi
duals, but also for all whom he influence~" 
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In the above conception aim and process are united. 

It guides us forward, and bids us notice what is now going 

on. If the present learning experience is good, it is good 

not only for the present but, also, for the future. If we 

take Kilpatrick's definition for education, "Education is the 

continuous reconstruction of life to ever highe-r and richer 

levels," we will be guided in the con$truction of a curricu

lum for individual education, in a changing world. 

C. The World we Live In and Its Lesson for Education. 

We have seen what learning is, how it takes place and how it

ent'ers life to remake it. In the conception of education a.s 

the reconstruction of life we have a general statement of the 

aim of education as inherent in life itself. To discover oth

er basic educational needs and to get more detailed guidance, 

it may be well to consider futhher the kind of a world we li1'e 

in and a.sk what are its lessons for education. " •••• if our 

curriculum is to do its part in remaking life, it must know 

actual life." (3, Kilpatrick, p.13l). 

We are living in a world which is continually changing. 

During the past hundred years the scientists and engineers have 

altered the face of the world, created the actions and reactions 

between great groups of humanity, and changed the conditions 

of life for the individual man by putting new power into his 

hands. The new uses of steam, electricity, waterpower, and oil 

have mul tiplied, lI'lam-erpower enormously and created innumerable 

problems and si~uations for him to solve. 

Every social habit has been changed and is now being 

changed continuously by new discoveries made by man. One 
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Example will suffice for illus'tration. In regard to trans-

portation - the conveying of people and goods from one part 

of the earthts surface to another - The next twenty-five 

years, or less, will alter all our methods of commercial 

amd social intercourse. We are only at the dawn of the air 

age; trans-atlantic, non-stop flights already have been 

made. It is not the demonstrations of speed and endurance, 

and records made in these flights which matter enormously to 

the ordinary man. but the regular service and multiplication 

of flights, which will alter his ways of life. 

The rapidity of physical intercourse which is going 

on apace, so that transport and communication between all 

parts of the world are overcoming distance. is being accom-

panied by even greater development in the facilities of men-

tal communication between all branches of the h~~an family. 

Here, again science has presented mew opportunities to human-

ity which will surely alter their scheme of life, their habits 

of mind, their social customs and pleaemres. 

We stand on the threshold of a new age, and already 

we are conscious of newly revealed wonders, which would, in 

past times, have been tlf-ought miraculous or impossible. 

"Our present world is a changing world. 
has change been so persistent or so permeating a 
More over, there is every promise that, rapid as 
been, it will be even more rapid in the future." 
p. 131). 

Never before 
factor. 
change has 
(3, Kilpatrick, 

"Our young people face, then, an unknown future. We 
must in a new sense and degree, prepare our young people to 
hold their own in a changing world ••.•• We must, if pos
Sible, build characters who can stand amid change, who are 
more intelligent as regards social matters, who can, and will, 
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steer changes into better directions." (3,p. l3l). 

Change must, in a new sense and degree, enter into 

our calculations. XDowing that we face an unknown and 

shifting future, how are we then to prepare our young 

people to hold their own? 

rflThe conditions of true learning, that is for ap
propriation in life for life, seems to demand that subject
matter be taught, typically if not exclusively, when, and 
as it is needed in order to carryon some enterprise which 
the learner has then under way ..••• With increasing age 
the successive enterprises, (activi ties), problems, proj ects, 
experiences of whatever kind will increase in social out
look and in thought content." (3, Kilpatrick, p. l33). 

This appears to mean that subject matter cannot be 

taught, as in the past, by mass instruction, but should be 

taught to individuals when it is needed. 

"The plan of teaching subj ect-matter as it is needed 
seems, if reasonably directed, to promise not less, but more 
and better learning of both skill and knowledge ••••• n 
(3, Kilpatrick, p. l33). 

In this changing world no two persons cap be con-

fronted with an identical series of situations, especially 

during that major portion of time spent at home and within 

the general community life. Therefore,eaohmdividual must 

live his own life according to his nature and the sequence 

of situations within which he finds himself. 

"In its details, life can scarcily be planned at 
all except as it is planned currently and for the individual 
himself ~" (3, ,.Qbbi t t. p. 46). 

D. Schools have Ignored Individual Differences To A 

Large Extent. Education is in life and for life, and life 

is an individual affair. 
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"No two persons can have identical sequences 
of moods, wishes, intentions, awakened desires, impelling 
surges of ambition, likes and dislikes, loves and hates, 
attractions and repulsions, and the thousand motivating 
influences which vitalize and impell the current sequenc
es of the individual activities." (3, Bobbitt.p.46). 

Individual differences are unavoidable and in-

valuable. The extent of the individual differences among 

children is just beginning to be realized. Schools, hereto-

fore, have to a large extent ignored these differences, in 

an attempt to get simple, uniform organization, courses of 

study, and textbooks. The schools have, therefore, failed 

to exert the influence that they should toward developin~ 

good citizenship. 

"This failure manifests itself in certain bad hab
its fixed upon the children. These habits include the habit 
of failure, the habit of half-done work, the habit of work 
below onets full powers, the habit of shirking. Fmrther.more, 
in the economic waste of re-educating repeaters, of holding 
out of productive activities for one or more years, those 
children whose time is wasted by maladjustment, and in turn
~ng out half-educated, those children whose failure has dis
couraged them from further educational effort, the school 
system itself is displaying not only inefficiency, but bad 
citizenship." (1, p. 30). 

This failure of schools to adapt themselves to 

individual differences indicate that more effort should be 

made to meet individual needs of school children generally. 

E. The Neeessity of Adapting Vocational Agricultural 

Instruction to Individual Needs. "Each occupation demands 

its separate and special curriculum." (Bobbitt). Many of 

the problema involved in teaching vocational subject-matter 

are common to those in teaching the subject-matter of general 

education. However, specialization in industry carries with 
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it certain speoifio problems. "Eaoh worker will, typioally, 

devote himself t·o a narrow groove. Education must see to it 

that he does not live with corresponding narrowness. The 

less of satisfying life and thought to be found in one's vo

cation, the more of these the rest of his life must supply. 

The school must then work along two compensatory lines." 

(2, Kilpatrick, p. 58). 

The specialty itself must be aared for in all its 

various connections and the individual himself must see life 

in all its many connections. We must, in spite of special-

ization, avoid selfishness and secure cooperation. 

"Breadth of view, felt relatedness of one's work 
with the rest of the social process, interest in and coo~er
ation with the social whole, additional interests in life -
these are the more insistent demands which a growing special
iza.tion maks-s upon life a.nd acoordingly upon a proper scheme 
o f education". ( 2, p. 69;~. 

vocationa.l Agricultural aducation has its own pe-

ouliar problems to oontend with. 

"Secondary agricultural education, to be 
vocational, must prepare or improve a person to 
pursue effeotively a specific farming occupation." 

"Vocational agricultural education is that 
education which: 

1. Gives the skill and knowledge neces
sary to the control of plant and animal pro
duction, to the end of eoonomic profit, and, 

2. Is so articulated with other educa
tion as to promote the most desirable farm 
oo~~unity life." (7, ~Qhmidt, p. 8.) 

The methods used in the past in conducting agricul-

tural education in schools have been on the class basis. 

That is, a unifor.m curriculum mechanically imposed upon all 

boys of what ever situation. The only variation has been 'in 

the conduction of proj ect work where the boy was allowed to 
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initiate plans and carry thru activities in which he was 

individually interested. Some individual instruction was 

given to the boy when the instructor visited him in project 

supervision. 

This method of instruction now is obsolete,in view 

of the conceptions of the newer education, in a rapidly 

changing world and the unknown future needs of farm boys. 

The fundamental reason why class methods fail to fill the 

educational needs of farm boys/is because of the varying 

situations and problems each boy, as an individual, is 

called upon to meet and solve. 

Farming is a business wi th many vary'ing character

istics. Aside from the faot that farm boys are individuals 

varying in native capacity and ability; the very nature of 

farming is change and variability. The program and activi

ties on each farm change and vary within the day. the month, 

and year. The seasons of the year, weather, pests. and 

markets cause change. Farm organization and operation vary 

with the size of the business, the type of farming, the 

amount of capital, the fertility of the soil, the cropped 

area, the kind of livestock kept. the market facilities and 

farm labor conditions. 

Fa.rming is a family and a community affair. When 

conditions of farming are altered, family and community life 

i~ affected. So, the life of the farmer, the individuals of 

his family and the members of the community are subject to 

change. 
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t1But the maj or responsibili ty of education is so 
to project its influence that life is held high ...•• 
In its details life can scarcely be planned at all except 
as it is planned currently and for the individual himself. 
In chief measure it appears it must be planned by the in
dividual himself. Each person, it seems, must have his 
own curriculum. He may need much assistance, guidance, 
oversight, and stimulation; and yet it appears that, except 
for very little children, and largely for them, one must 
p I an for on e 's s elf. n (3 , 13 0 b bit t , P • 46). 

In general we believe that adults should have the 

right of self-planning and self-directed realization of 

life's opportunities, but, are not so sure that children 

and youth should have it. 

itA uniform curriculum mechanically imposed upon 
all boys and girls of whatever situation, is, so fa.r as 
it is effective, a clear denial of the right of the in
dividual to initiate plans and carry through activities 
in which he can most fully realize currently the ends of 
his existence." (Bobbitt). 

Individual instruction comes in with the recog-

nition that in this freedom of initiating plans, there is 

need of guidance of children and youths by teachers, par-

ents, nurses, librarians, family pastors, and their own 

juvenile friends and associates, assuming that it is pos-

sible to have both freedom and responsibility. 

It thus appears that in order to prepare farm boys 

and girls to live in a changed world along with other boys 

and girls, they should be given the freedom to initiate 

plans and carry them through, with the guidance and direc-

tion of adults and teachers. This calls for a change of 

method in our agricultural classes, as well as in other 

classes the boys attend in our schools. Individual in-

struction methods should largely care for the individual 
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educational needs of farm boys. 



CHAPTER III 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES AND ASSUMPTIO.NS 

FOR INDIVIDUALIZI.NG vOCATIO.NAL AGRICULTURAL I~STRUCTIO.N 

A. The Problem of the Chapter. However imp.ortan t, elien 

indispensable, the elements of the social heritage may be, 

their values cannot be realized in educatiDn until they have 

been reexperienced by the learner and made an integral part 

of his life. We now come to the heart of the problem, which 

is to adapt the materials of agricultural education that are 

socially valuable to the widely varying capacities for learn-

ing, and the widely varying needs, represented by the pupils 

of vocational agricultural classes. Before this material can 

be adapted we are in need of some guiding principles for di-

rection in our attempt to set up a program for accomplishing 

thi s plllrpo se. 

In order to render a possible service to students of 

educa.tion and curriculum makers the members of the committee 

of the National Society for the Study of Education on the 

TeC~iqUe of Curriculum-Kaking, agreed upon a general state

ment of working principles of curriculum-making. This state-

ment is intended to call attention to the directio~ in which 

curriculum-making is moving at present in its attempt to solve 

its major problems. In seeking for general direction in de-

ter.mining the guiding principles for making up a program of 

individual instruction it will aid us to exa~ine a few of the 

principles arrived at by this committee. Those having a 

bearing on individual instruction are as follows: 
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1. That in the selection and validation of cur

riculum-materials, expert analysis must be made both of 

the activities of adults and of the activities and in

terests of children. 

2. The curriculum can prepare for effective par

ticipation in social life by providing a present life 

of experiences which increasingly identifies the child 

with the aims and activities derived from analysis of 

social life as a whole. 

3. The skills and important factual materials which 

are of frequent, crucial, and nearly universal use will 

emerge directly from analysis of social needs. 

4. In stressing the importance of common elements 

in the curriculum we reconize fully that there should 

be different expectations with respect to the accom

plishment of children who learn rapidly and those who 

learn slowly. The curriculum should provide fof in

dividual differences. In so far as possible under the 

administrative handicaps of large classes and a wide 

range of abilities, curriculum provision should be made 

specifically for several levels of ability. 

51. No defini te line can be drawn between general 

and vocational education. Education may be character

ized as being "vocational" when the curriculum content 

is selected in the light of its appropriateness for a 

specific calling - when the ideals, knowledges, and 
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skills that are developed make for sucessful adj ust

ment and oontrol in the chosen calling. This will 

mean that there will be at all levels of vocational 

education some eurricular content that is appropriate 

to general education. The extent to which the general 

element should be present can be determined only by 

analysis of the situation calling for vocational edu

cation and the time at the disposal of the learner. 

6. The forms of learning which should be encouraged 

are those which lead on the intellectual side to gen

eralization, on the habit side to cultivation of useful 

skills, and on the side of attitudes and appreciations 

to the recognition of those relations which are most 

permanently satisfying.. Advantageous learning grows 

only thru reaction. The term "true learning" therefore, 

is applied to any change in the control of conduct which 

permanently modifies the individual's mode of reacting 

upon his environment. 

7. The essential element in "subject-matter" is 

probably now best concieved as "ways of responding", or 

of reacting. lJ'rom one point of view, "subj ect matter" 

will be concieved as the best mode of behavior that the 

race has discovered; from another point of view, the 

actual ways of respondi.ng that the learner is building 

into his own character. 

8. Newsubj ect matter is brought into the curricu

lum as race experience, therefore, to provide patterns 
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of response which the learner needs at any stage of his 

growth. 

9. The curriculum should be concieved,therefore, in 

terms of a succession of experiences having a maximum 

of life-likeness for the learner. The materials of in

struction should be selected and organized with a view 

to giving the learner that development most helpful in 

meeting and controlling life situations. Learning takes 

place most effectively and economically in the matrix 

of a situation which grips the learner; which is to him 

vital - worth while. Traits learned in a natural, or 

life-like setting give promise of emerging definitely in 

appropriate conduct. It is the task of the teacher and 

the curriculum-maker, therefore, to select and organize 

materials which will give the learner that development 

most helpful in meeting and controlling life situations. 

The method by which the learner works out these exper

iences, enterprises, exercises, should be such as calls 

for maximal self-direction, assumption of responsibility, 

of exercise of choice in terms of life values. 

10. No formulated scheme of assimilation, made in 

advance, and handed out complete by the curriculum-maker, 

can, of itself, be sufficient. To be truly functional for 

him, the process of assimulation must be the pupil's own. 

This does not, however, deny the effective part that the 

good teacher or other expert may have in assisting the 

pupil. The curriculum-maker should arrange activities 
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and materials so as to give the learner carefully plan-

ned assistance. 

11. That part of the curriculum should be planned 

in advance which includes: (1) a statement of objectives, 

(2) a sequence of experiences shown by analysis to be 

reasonably unifor.m in achieving the objectives, (3) sub-

ject-matter found to be reasonably uniform as the best 

means of engaging in the experiences, and (4) statements 

of immediate outcomes of achievements to be derived from 

the experiences. 

12. That part of the curriculum which represents the 

daily life-situations and interests from which the immed-

iate specific needs of students arise, should be - can 

only be - made from day to day. 

13. That the materials from the starting point of the 

needs of the learner, irrespective of the content and 

boundaries of existing subjects. 

14. As the reorganization of the curriculum proceeds, 

•• some existing subject divisions may disappear 

as separate units in the curriculum; some may be retained, 

and new ones may make their appearance. (3, p. 11-28). 

B. Guiding Principles and Assumptions. 

1. It is neither feasable nor practical to place all 

instruction upon an individual basis, a large amount 

must be on a class or group basis. 

(a) "At anyone time there will be certain hin
drances which for the time are beyond control. 
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These must be given due consideration. 
(1) Among such present hindrances 

are textbooks as at present 
made, conventional requirements 
••••• the ordinary classifica
tion and promotion schemes, pre
sent habits and outlooks of teach
ers~ " . (Kilpatrick). 

(b) "practice in socialization as well as con
sideration of finance alike demand that 
children be educated largely in groups." 

(Kilpatrick) . 

~c) "Much of it (information) is equally needed 
by all of the boys and can be given to them 
all at once as a class." (Bobbitt). 

(d) "It is fundamental to provide not only for 
individual mastery of the COlnmon essentials~ 
but also for activities in which individuals 
may express their differences and in which 
they may learn to co-operate socially with 
other individuals." (1, Carlton'W.Washburne, 
p. 258). 

(e) "Certain knowledges and skills in the cur
riculum are needed by every child." 
(Washburne) . 

2. As much of the existing agricultural educational 

organization as functions should be retained in the new 

organization. 

(a) "The curriculum must be made in the light of 
the known facts and principles of school ad
ministration." (3, Harold Rugg, p. 162). 

(b) "The past should not be ignored nor the ex
perience of the race disregarded." 
(Fredrick ~onser). 

3. As one attempts to formulate the curriculum of 

functional agricultural education, it is desireable to in~ 

clude both individual experiences and group class experien-

ces. 
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(a) "The experiences of dominant and preponder
ant types should be those of individual 
character, and that even where we have group 
activities~ much of the time the activities 
must be fully spontaneous and individual, 
even though manifesting themselves within a 
social group. II (Bobbitt). 

(b) "Vocational educ~tion will be effective in 
proportion as it enables each individual to 
capitalize his interests," api tudes and in
trinsic intelligence to the highest possible 
degree." ( 4, Pro sser and Allen). 

4. In initiating individual instruction into the 

agricultural education program, determine which part 

part of the progr~u is to be individualized first. 

Select the part of the program that can be put on an 

individual basis easily. 

(a) "The general technique of individualizing 
schools cannot be incorporated bodily and 
instantly in a school system. It must be 
introduced little by little; it must be 
the result of growth." (~rashburne)". 

5. Farm ~~echanicsJ laboratory work and much pro-

ject supervision on the home farm can easily be put 

on the individual basis. 

(a) "Shop work in the senior high school can 
be put on an individual basis without any 
special techn.ique. If" (Washburne). 

6. In class instruction with subjects requiring 

the preparation of special materials, it is desirable 

~o make the preparation at least one semester before 

attempting to individualize such work. 

(a) "Individual work prepared under pressure 
of keeping ahead of the class is likely to 
be poor and to result in discouragement on 
the part of the teacher." (Washburne). 
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7. Goals of achievement for the deciding of the 

exact amount of knowledge and skill to be mastered in 

the individualized subjects should be set up. 

(a) "For every occupation there is a body of 
content which is peculiar to that occu
pation and which practically has no function 
value in any other occupation." (Prosser and 
Allen) • 

(b) "Vocational Education wi~l be effective in 
proportion as it trains the individual direct
ly a.nd specifically in the thinking habits and 
manipulative habits required in the occupation 
itself." (Prosser and Allen). 

(c) "Certain knowledges and skills in the curricu
lum are needed by every child. These must be 
isolated - on paper at least - and stated in 
very definite terms." (Washburne). 

8. ~ertain changes will need to be made in school fa-

cili ties, such as, arrangement of class rooms, laboratory 

and shop to facilitate the supervision of individual work. 

Note: The author has failed to find in any current 

works any mention of how the present school 

facilities, such as arrangement of rooms, 

shop or laboratory can be adapted to indivi-

dual instruction. The above principle is 

derived from his own experiences in conduct-

ing individual instruction. There is, However 

a plan for a new arrangement of classrooms 

laboratory and shop, being advocated by Prof. 

G. A. Sch~idt, Colorado Agricultural College, 

in his teacher training courses which will 

take care of individual instruction in agri

cuI ture. 
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9. In conducting individual instruction recita-

tions will be abandoned and a system of individual 

work substituted for it. 

(a) "When the general plan of individualized 
work is.inaugurated in any subject, su
pervised study. and diognastic tests will 
entirely replace the recitation." 
(Washburne) . 

10. In conducting individual instruction every 

pupil should be given an opportunity to vary - to 

exercise originali ty, to create things, to express 

himself. 

(a) "The methods used in the classroom must 
provide pupils with oPP9rtunities to form 
purposes, and if they form unworthy ones, 
the teacher must guide them until they 
form better ones. Such guidance, however, 
is a farce unless it explicitly recognizes 
the individual as a sovereign center of 
decision, selection and organization." 
(3, Stuart A. Curtis, p. 93). 

11. All problems, in so far as practical, should 

be planned, analyzed and studied, by the pupil for 

his own individual activities, under the guidance, 

direction and stimulation of the teacher. 

(a) "It is the pupils practice alone that can 
educate him and practice is impossible 
without freedom for practice. If the 
pupil is to be an intelligent user of 
what science has to offer he must practice 
finding and adapting what science has to 
offer to his problems." (Kilpatrick). 

(b) "The mind grows according to its exercise. 
Ability to function is developed through 
nor-mal exercise of function. One learns· 
to do a thing through doing it." (Bobbitt). 

12.A simple record system to keep track of pupils 

individual progress must be devised if confusion is 

to be avoided. 
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(a) "oome form of record keeping is necessary 
since each (pupil) is mastering each 
phase of each subject at his own rate." 
( Washburne). 

(b) "If pupils. learned at .equal .ra.te.s,. the 
problem of individual differences could 
be solved by classification." 
(1, Mary A. Ward, p. 160). 

(c) "The record sheet as a whole thus presents 
a vivid picture of where every pupil stands 
in relation to standards." 
(stuart A. Curtis). 

14. A method of testing should be p~epared or se

lected; (1) for testing each pupil on each unit of work 

(2) for measuring the effectiveness of individual in-

struction. 

(a) "When pupils have mastered a subj ect or 
solved a problem, they want to be tested 
to see whether they know what they think 
they know or can do what they think they 
.cran do. 11 (1 • U. I. R 0 f fman p • 11 9) . 

(b) "As far as feasible, the teacher should 
ascertain, preferably by comparable ob
jective tests, what growing is being 
achieved by pupils under his care." 
(Kilpatrick) . 

15. All vocational agricultural teachers are not 

prepared to conduct individual instruction. An 

analysis of their duties and abilities, for putting 

over instruction on an individual basis, should be 

~ade for guidance in training for this type of work. 

(a) "Almost all teachers in service have 
received training in a form of mass 
instruction which centers responsibility 
for the control of the le,arning process 
in the teacher. The conventional concep~ 
tion of teaching is "Doing something to 
the child" in contrast with "assisting 
the child to do something to himself." 
(~tmart A. Curtis). 
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(b) "Individualization of instruction involves 
a radical change of point of view in teach
ers. It (Curtis). 

(c) "We must remember that the teaching body 
varies in amount of experience and amount 
and type of training and in individual a
bility almost as much as the student body. " 
(1, A. A. Sutherland. p. 21). 

15. There is danger in over-emphasizing individual 

instruction. 

(a) "It (is) evident that much thought and ex
perimentation are necessary before a perfect 
way of fitting schools to individuals will 
be found." (Bobbitt). 



CHAPTER IV. 

AN EFFECTIVE ORGANIZATION FOR PUTTING INSTRUCTIO.N 

UPON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS 

A. The Problem of the Chapter. In the preceeding 

pages, we have discussed some of the newer conceptions of 

education, and the need for placing moxe of OUIt' instruction 

upon an individual basis. We have discovered some of the 

guiding principles for an individualized program. It is 

now necessary to determine an effective organization for 

placing agricultural instruction on an individual basis. 

To do this, it would p.robably be best to see if 

our present organization can be used effectively for indi

vidual instruction. If it can be used, very largely, how 

shall it be adapted to individual needs? 

B. Is the present Organization Adaptable to Individual 

Instruction. Under the provisions of the Smith-Hughes Act, 

the responsibility for setting-up a Vocational Agricultural 

program within a state falls upon the State Board for Voca

tional Education. In general, state plans merely indicate 

the subjects to be taught. What is to be taught, in each 

subject, is usually left to the local teacher to adapt to 

the local community needs and conditions. 

Three distinct kinds of vocational agricultural 

work are generally made a part of the progra~ of vocation

al instruction, These are: 

1. Classroom, laboratory, and field instruction. 

2. Supervised practice work, commonly called home 

proj ects. 
-43-
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3. Mechanical instruction, called farm shop work j 

farm mechanics and farm engineering. 

The State Boards for Voca.tional :mducation~, in most 

states, have, in their state plans, a program of class 

schedules which teachers are expected to follow. These 

schedules show the distribution of time between the three 

kinds of vocational work. In most states it is not supposed 

that the instructor will follow the schedules suggested, day 

in and day out. The time is usually adjusted to suit the work 

under consideration. 

The instruction is usually based upon the farm enter

prises of the community, which are determined from an agricul

tural survey. The organization of subject-matter for instruc

tion purpose, based on this survey by enterprise analysis, job 

analysis, seasonal sequence, and the making of le~ching layouts, 

is familiar to the large body of vocational agricultural teach

ers, so will not be gone into detail here. However, it is nec

essary to use this organization or deviee a new one for giving 

instruction on the individual basis. 

Before substituting a new organization, we should re

member that the present organization ('~ is the result of years 

of experience; has stood the test of time in producing good 

results. So, it would not be advisable to discard it. Adapt

ing it to individual instruction merely means improving it to 

the extent that it will function on an individual basis. This 

can be done without a great amount of change. 

(') See Chart I, p.45. 
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An Ou~line of the Prooedure 

followed in the 
Seleotion and Brganization of Teaohing Content 

in Voca~ional Agrioulture 
Steps Principles Underlying 

stens 
l.Get oooupa·. Voc.Ed. is specific. 

tional Must know what we are 
facts of attempting to prepare 
t'tommuni tv one ·toY' 

3.Determine Data must be summarized 
the type to be usable. 
n 'f 'f A. l'"n'I i n (1' 

3.Determine Instruction must prepare 
extra ac~ for present activities 
tivities and meet assured future 
and proj eci s needs. 
in course 

4. Set up Guic 
ing princi
ples for 
selection 
of aims and 
cnnt.Ant 

5. Determine 
the maj or 
obip.r!tiv9S 

There must be justifi
able reasons, substan
tial evidence for what 
is taught. 

Aims precede selection· 
of content and methods. 

6.Make a yeaI-For best use Qf time it 
ly teaching must becarefully dis-
nlan tri h11 t.An -7.Make a job Jobs must be oarefully 
outline of selected on basis of 
each enter- needs-thinking and dOing 
n1"'; QA .'hi 1 ; t.; AR ... . . 

8.Keep a time Saves time in building 
distribu- oourse. Avoid over
+.;. .. ~ Qlij::u::~t.g llrowdin~ in months 

9.Make a hor- Shows jobs to be taught 
izontal and in ea.ch ente1'prise and 
monthly lay~in each month. 
(,\11t. 

~O.Make fami' 
job lesrDon 
uni ts. 

tll.Determine 
the func
tioning 
teaching 
content. 

Job is natural unit of 
work and therefore, best 
teaching unit. Allows 
teaching of fundamentals 
in olose connection with 
Q_ l"'A.Al .A.f! t ; vi. tv. 
Analysis in only accura.t~ 
way of 'etermining what 

. to tea.ch. 

Means or Methods Kind of 
Ana.l.vsi s 

Oommunity survey Communitj 
blanks or question- or ocou-
naires. Gather the 11pational 
"fa.cts& a.na.lvsis 

Fill out the summary tt 

sheet. 

Record data on 
sheet. 

sumlr..arj 

-

Study oommunity activ~
ties, needs of boys 
and school facilities. 

Weigh all items, thInk 
of what should be done 
_ "RAcn:rd· Th Am 

Fill out a yearly 
teaching plan. 

Pill out job outline 
sheets. 

Keep time distribution 
sheet s. 

Transpose jobs from 
job outline sheets to 
horizontalllayout. 

make farm j ob lessons. 

Analyze: 
1.Operative jobs. 
2.Managerial jobs . 

Enter
~rise 
~nalysis. 

Job 
Analysis 

G. A. Schmidt, Colora.do Agrlcultural College. 
4364 
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C. Parts of the Present Organization" Discussed from the 

Standpoint of Individual Instruction. 

1. Farm surveys must be in more detail. In addition 

to the regular survey which 1s made in a community to de

termine the extent and importance of crop and animal enter

prises, other surveys are needed. In order to know more 

about the individual needs of boys enrolled in agricultural 

classes, a survey should be made of each boy's home farm. 

This survey should be conducted with the boy, with the ob

ject in view of helping him to discover the specific needs 

of his own farm. It will also aid the teacher in discov

ering the particular vocational needs of each student. 

This survey need not entail much extra work as the 

data obtained can be used in the summary of the general 

survey. The same type of survey sheets can be used as for 

the general survey, except that, in the column headed 

"remarks. ft specific problems and needs could be noted, 

for example: 

(a) Soil conditions, good - fair - poor. 

(b) Farm layout, good - fair - poor. 

(c) Rotation used, good - fair - poor. 

(d) PhYSical equipment, state of repair of 

buildings, etc., good - fair - poor. 

(e) Type and condition of machinery. 

(f) Type of power used~ tractors, trucks, horses. 

(g) Farm practices used. 
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The back of the survey sheet can be used to list 

special conditions not taken care of in other ways. 

The information obtained should be used in building 

up the individual curricu1um of the boy. 

2. Yearly programs of work for individual. Instruction. 

Several different plans are now in operation in the various 

states for organizing subjects into yearly plansfor work. 

The 'l3hort time"program is used in some states and the "long 

time n program in others. still others use both the "Short 

time" and "long time n progravns, Either of these programs 

are adaptable to individual instruction. In the short 

time program the subject matter is broken up into those 

jobs having to do with animal productidn in one group; 

those having to do with crop production, fruits and vege

tables, into another group. In the short time program , 

animal husbandry is usually taught the first year, crops 

production, the second year, and fruits and vegetables, 

the third year, with special subjects like farm manage

ment and marketing, the fourth year. In the long time 

program, all of these various lines of activity are car

ried simultaneously; going from the more simple to the 

complex. 

In individual instruction it would probably be bet

ter to vary both of these programs. The writer used the 

short time program last year, and found that he had to 
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change the program, somewhat, to use individual instruc

tion based on the needs of pupils. For example: BOys, 

who carried swine projects over into the second year, 

had many new problems to solve, which had not developed 

the first year. 

First year or ninth grade agricultural pupils average 

about fourteen years of age, therefore, are too youn« to 

appreciate real vocational training, beca.use many have no 

idea what occupation they want to enter. If they had been 

given vocational guidance, perhaps, many of the boys would 

not be in the vocational agricultural classes. Lacking 

vocational guidance, it i~ almost necessary to use the 

fiEst year agricultural course largely for this purpose. 

Projects the first year are usually small, making 

real vocational education difficult to teach, unless, 

they banome interested in other activities on the home 

farm. City boys,in vocational agricultural classes, 

have always presented difficult problems in connection 

with supervised practice work. It appears, then, that 

fir,st year agricul ture, for all except a. very few farm

minded boys, will be largely appreciational and vocationa~ 

guidance. 

Proj ects consisting of a few chickens, or, a couple 

of sows, or, a milk cow and calf, or a mule colt on pasture 

do not give a great a~ount of incentive for study or a 

basis for vocational training. 
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Boys, who are farm-minded, do not often drop projects but 

keep enlarging them. A first year project of one or two gilts 

may become a project of thirty sows by the fourth year. 

When projects are carried from one year to the next, new 

problems arise and should be taken care of in the curriculum. 

The second year, a boy may also have a crop project, the third 

year, he may be carrying three or four types of projects and 

by the fourth year, have a farm. Increasingly his problems 

multiply along several different lines of activity connected 

with farming. The ourriculum should be flexible enough to care 

for these situations. 

The following program can be used effectively to care for 

changing condi tions and individual interests or problems. 

start the Animal Husbandry course in September of the 

first year; Crops production in Febuary or March of the first 

year. End Animal Husbandry course in October or Eovember of 

the second year, with exception of "carry-over" jobs arising 

from continued Animal Husbandry Projects, and individual 

Animal Husbandry jobs arising from pupils farm activiti3S. 

Bring the Crops production Course to a close, after the crops 

are marketed, in the second year. And put in the rest of the 

year on special animal and plant problems arising from increas

ed scope of proj ects. Fruit and vegetable ellterpris:e study 

can start in February or March of the second year and carry 

over to the third year. Or special enterprises can start at 

the close of the second year and be carried into the third 

year. By the time the fourth year arrives the boy will have 
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a small cross section farm and the more difficult problems of 

management and marketing can be taken up, with the assurance 

that the boy's proj ect will furnish incentives and problems 

to work out. 

With this plan, the individual boy's increasing prob

lems, arising in real farm situations, Will offer a basis 

for real vocational training. (See chart, Yearly Progra~ 

of Work in Agriculture, p. 51.) 



1st. 
Year 

2nd. 
Year 

3d. 
Year 

4th. 
Year 

CHART II. 
YEARLY PROG.RAM OF WORK I:N ,AGRICULTURE. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
: Sept. :Oct. :.Nov. :Dec. :Jan.: J:i'eb. :Mar. :Apr. :May :June:July:Aug.: 

Anireal Husbandr and Pro'ects 
maj or 

I Crops Study and Projects 
~ minor study 

Continuation of Animal Husbandr 
minor study 

Continuation of Cro and pro'ecta 
maj or 

Continuation of Animal Husbandr 
individual study 

Continuation of ero s 
individual 

,( Special enterprises, or ]'rui ts and Vegetables. ) 
maj or study 

tion of 

(SpeCial A.H.and 'Crops enter> 
Management, minor stUQy 

~/ ______ ~Q~Q~n~t~iMn~u~a~t_i~o~n~o.f~C~r~o~p~p_r~o~J_'epc __ t_s _________________ ~ 
\' individual study 7 

/ 
I Special. A H. and Craps enterpri aea ba.aed aD ~rQj eat) 
\ Ma.nagement and marketing',maj or study 

L. D. ·Klemmedson 
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3. Changes neeessary in Enterprise Analysis. The 

enterprise analysis will need to be broken up into three 

divisions for individual instruction. 

(a) Class Jobs. Jobs having to do with co~~on 

essentials which all pupils should have. 

Type jobs which are more or less common to 

all, or several enterprises. 

(b) Special Group Jobs. Those jobs in which spe

cial groups in the class will need but which 

are not needed by all pupils. 

(5) Individual Jobs. Those specific jobs which 

only concern special individuals in working 

out a job common to no other pupil. 

(See chart in Appendix A. Illustrating an 

Enterprise Analysis). 

There is a necessity for a very detailed enterprise 

analysis for individual instruction. As, there are many 

jobs which need to be done in conducting a farm enter

prise which concerns only the person doing the job, under 

his particular situation. In order to conduct the enter

prise efficiently the boy needs to know how to do prac

tically all of these jobs. The teacher cannot teach them 

all, even if school time permitted. TheBe jobs must, never 

the less, be called to the pupils mind so he can endeavor 

to learn to do them. How he learns to do them is discussed 

in Chapter V I. 
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4. Importance of projects in Individual Instruction. 

The will to learn is present in boys in different amounts 

according to the motivating interests in their lives. In-

terests develop from a purposeful, self-directed activity 

conducted by the boy_ 

"Because a self-directed project carries with it 
many responsibilities, it developes educational values 
for the project worker not possible in the project owned 
and directed by someone else who assumes all the respon
sibilities for its success. "(7, Schmidt, p. 45). 

"If learning is to proceed at all, the attention 
of the learner must be secured. And his attention can 
only be secured through a direct or indirect appeal to his 
interests." (3, Geo. S. Counts, p. 80). 

·To secure the interest of vocational agricultural 
pupils, a teacher should strive to develop the best pos
sible proj ect activi ties. An incentive to learn - "find
ing and getting the new way of behaving" - should be 

greatly stimulated by the toys project work. If he does 

not find a good project,Oone large enough to challenge the 

best interests in the boy". or an ownership inte,rest in 

the home farm business, he has very little to stimulate 

a desire to study or learn. 

"The subject-matter of the curriculum, to become 
effective, must dwell in the pupil's mind in an appropriate 
setting of motives, incentive, and interest organizations 
To follow the' course of study, stated in terms of subj ect
matter without such a setting, is to feed the pupil cold 
storage meat, and leads to memorization of the subject-mat
ter in verbal terms only. To follow the CGurse of study 
stated in terms of ab'ilities and activities me'ans to vary 
the quantity of sutject-matter, to enrich it as needed, to 
reduce it to bare content when it is of less importance." 
(1, A. A. Sutherland, p. 19-20). 

"Until we have found the (pupil's) interests we 
have not found him - he is still lost in the educational 
woods" (3, Counts, p. 80). 
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Other reasons for putting a great amount of em-

phasis on projects are: (1) they offer opportunity for 

acquiring operative skill. t2) develop managerial and 

business ability, (3)deve1op initiative, responsibility and 

resourcefulness and (4) offer an opportunity to gain ex

perience, all of which are needed by the individual to make 

life on the farm successful. 

Incentive to study and learn is the keynote of indi

vidual instruction. The project offers the best possible 

means for furnishing incentive to study and learn, because 

the boys interests are so closely allied to it. What ever. 

is included in the curriculum should be brought into the 

closest possible relation with the home project and other 

activities the boys are interested in on the hom.e farm. 

It is necessary, in order to make individual instruc

tion effective to begin early to secure the boy's inter

ests thru project work. Junior projects carried on with 

pupils in the grade school offers one of the best solutions 

for avoiding poor projects the first year and a correspond

ing lack of interest in agricultural instruction. Continu

ation proj ects, which enlarge each year wi th the boys abil

ity to manage and finance will greatly aid learning and in

struction after the first year. 

5. The value of Laboratory Work and Farm Mechan

ics in Individual Instruction Program. These lines of work 

are necessary to give opportunities to individual students 

to acquire additional experiences and abilities which cannot 
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be had elsewhere. In doing a farm job, certain motor and 

sensory skills need to be developed which can only be 

taught on the individual basis, under the supervision and 

direction of a teacher in the laboratory or shop. They 

should be developed ~len tnere is a real need for them in 

doing a real job. 

There is a saying, "that every man's work shop is his 

laboratoryn. So, we must thin.k <if laboratory in a very 

broad sense. Of course, there are a lot of experiments 

that can be preformed in the school laboratory more ef

ficiently with a saving of tiree for both pupil and teacher. 

The same is true of the farm shop. 

In every person their is a sixth sense, that needs 

development, particularly in the young, and that is "in

tuition". Intuition is defined as "the unconscious use 

of logic, based on esperience, an animal instinct, in

herited from ancestral experience of the race, that enables 

us to scent danger." 

Humans make many decisions, largely by how they feel 

about a proposition, rather than how they think about it. 

Intuition is developed by the trial and error method. 

This method is still very important in learning. It is 

sometimes called the pick-up method. It is through trying 

reany things, and getting experience that a person develops 

intuition which he has to use many times instead of cold 

reasoning. When dealing with nature,as a farmer must, the 

chancres that he will reason rightly to find out how to do 
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a thing, are a million to one against him, because we 

know so little about nature, that we cannot figure all 

the possible combinations. ~ut if we use such knowledge 

as we have about the properties of matter and the prin

ciples of mechanics, to guide our experiments, and then 

try ~ll the experiments we can, and watch the results 

carefully, we will probably find what we are looking for. 

So, the laboratory and shop become increasingly impor

tant $he more an individual is put on his own reaoua:"ces. 

6. Time distributjon for Individual Instruction. 

In the yearly teaching plan ample time must be allowed for 

individual work. The time allotted to class and group 

jobs must be scheduled to detennine how much time will be 

allowed from school class time for individual work. To 

avoid confusion and to cover the work that must be done 

each year it is necessary to set time limits for accom

plishing work. 

On some jobs there will be quite a variation in time 

needed to do the job between different pupils, This de

pends upon the importance of the job to the individuals 

needs, of the toys, and their learning capacity. Time 

limi ts for dOing a j ob have to be set, to vover ground 

and slow students will have to do the best they can or do 

more work out side of school, if tLe teacher insists that 

they cover a certain amount of subject matter. Time dis

tribution sheets should be filled out so that the teacher 
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can tell if pupils are doing jobs when they should be done 

accordingi~to seasonal sequence. This is don.e by placing a 

check mark tV) in the month in which the job should be 

done. 

~. Horizontal Layout Still Necessary. The hori

jontal layout sheet is still necessary as a means of deter

mining when jobs whould be done. It is used very much, as 

before except that in individual work only class and group 

jobs are listed. It would be impossible to list all sepa

rate individual jobs. 
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CHAPTER v. 

THE SCHOO.L ]'ACILITIEt3 .NECEboA}{Y 

FOR CA~~YI~G O~ I~DIVIDU.~ I~~TRUcTIO~ 

A. The Problem of the Chapter. The problem of what school 

facilities are necessary for putting instruction on the indi-

vidual basis confronts us. What changes must be made in rooms 

and equipment to accomodate this type of instruction! How 

rooms and equipment should be arranged to permit the pupils to 

work individually and permit the teacher to supervise and di~ 

rect the individual pupils. Is extra equipment needed for 

conducting work on the individual basis? 

B. Schools Built for Mass Instruction. Our schools in 

the past have been built for mass instruction. They are not 

often arranged to care for individual needs. In many cases 

the agricultural department rooms and equipment, even now, 

are ohly make-shifts. Shop and classrooms are often in sepa-

rate buildings, and separated by other rooms, or on different 

floors. A great a~ount of confusion takes place under these 

arrangements when individual instruction is attempted. Much 

time is wasted in running from room to room on different floors. 

rhe conduct of pupils is hard to manage when they are left 

alone in separate classrooms, while the teacher is in shop or 

laboratory supervising indiyidual work in those departments. 

A few agricultural departments are well-arranged for individual 

instruction, either by acc~dent or by design in new buildings. 

In conducting individual work, it is often necessary for 

a pupil to do a laboratory exercise, or a piece of lYhopwork, 
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to efficiently do a farm job. Also, a pupil may get thru 

with class work early and need to go on with shop or lab

oratory work i~~ediately. This ~eans students working in 

different departments at the s~~e time. If one teacher must 

supervise, and direct all work, it is necessary to have a 

laboratory and shop close to the class rooms. Where two 

teachers are on the job, conditions are much simplified. 

C. An Ideal Arrangemen~ for individual instruction is to 

have the classroom and laboratory combined and the farm shop 

jOined onto this room, all on one floor, with a glass in the 

upper half of the doors between the rooms. 

A suggested floor plan, for a department of agriculture, 

is shown on page 60. 

This plan permits the teacher to supervise both class 

and laboratory work in one room and shop work by stepping 

into the next room only a few steps away. Individual study, 

laboratory work j and shop work can be going on in both 

rooms at the sa~e time. 

In buildings where an arra.ngement similiar to this ca.n 

~e made, by a little moving of departments from their present 

rooms to others, it will pay to do so. 

D. Adapting Room Equipment to Individual Instruction. If 

tables cannot be used, because the room is too small, or they 

are not available, good desks can be used instead. These 

should be arranged in groups, so pupils working on projects 

in the same enterprise can be close to each other. If movable 

desks are used, any grouping can be made which suits the needs 
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of pupils and teachers. If desks are in rows, they should 

ne~er be close to a wall or obstruction, as too much time is 

consQmed in getting from one pupil to another for conferences. 

Laboratory equipment should be arranged in cabinets or 

a store room close to the laboratory tables. It should be 

arranged so that it can be easily taken down and replaced by 

pupils, and easily checked by the teacher. 

The departmental library should be close to the teachers 

desk where he can assist pupils in finding bulletins and ref

erence material. ~ooks and bulletins should be filed by 

subj ect as well as by a defini te filing system if possible. 

Any system which will permit pupils and teacher to get ref

erence material rapidly is the best system. It is difficult 

for pupils fo find reference material in a poorly arranged 

library. The writer reco~~ends the system advocated by 

Prof. G. A. Sc~~idt, in "New Methods in Teaching Vocational 

Agriculture,"p. 130. 

On bulletin file cases, not only write the filing case 

nu.mber, but also, the type of bulletins to be found in the 

case, for example, 6.4 Swine; 3.2 Forage Crop, grasses. 

This will aid pupils in finding and replacing bulletins. 

In the shop room place the tools most co~~only used in 

locked cabinets on the wall. Rave each tool silhouetted 

back of it's place in the cabinet. The pupil can then replace 

the tool in it's proper place, and the teacher can check them 

easily. 

Group the wood-working appliances in one part of the shop, 

the forges in anotner, and the automobile repair appliances in 
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another, so that special groups can be supervised easily in 

each d epartmen t. 

The whole idea, in arrangements, is to put things in 

such places and in such shape that the pupil can do as much 

as possible without assistance, and so that the teacher can 

supervise and direct individual work with facility. 

Individual instruction can be carried on with less equip

ment in the laboratory and farm shop than under a system, 

wh_ere the whole class does work at the same time on the same 

job or experiment. A few more reference books and bulletins 

may be necessary, because the text-books are usually not 

used much for individual instruction. 



CHAPTER VI. 

THE PROCEDURE TO It'O.LLOW IN pONDUeTI.NG I.NDIVIDUA.L INSTRUCTION. 

A. The Problem of the Chapter. The task involved in 

teaching a group of from fifteen to twenty pupils enrolled 

in vocational agricultural classes on the individual basis, 

provides a real problem for most agricultural teachers. How 

to conduct the instruction on an individual basis, in class

work, in shop, in laboratory, and on the home farm, is the 

question confronting us. How to make the shift from a class, 

or en bloc syste~, to an individual system. What kind of 

materials does one need and what sort of a progravn is follow

ed in conducting the instruction. 

B. Making the Shift from Class to Individual Instruction. 

The general technique of individualizing a class cannot be in

corporated bodily and instantly. It must be introduced little 

by little, it must be the result of growth. There are many 

places to start individual instruction in an agricultural pro

gra.vn. All agricultural instruction does not take place in the 

classroom. Much instruction is given on field :trips, on proj ect 

supervision trips, in the school laboratory and in the farm shop. 

The agricultural teacher is responsible for most of the instruc

tion given by these different methods. 

One should begin individual instruction where it is easi

est to begin. By that is meant, where the least preparation 

of material is required. This is usually in the farm shop. 

Some would disagree and say the easiest place to start is in 

proj ect sup"ervision. Before we finish this chapter, we hope to 

show where it is one of the most difficult and requires a great 
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dea.l of previous preparation of ma.terial by both teacher and 

pupil. It is true that while visiting a proj ect, individual lrlS 

in,atrliat:1on may be given the boy, on phases of the work which 

do not require preparation of material by either boy or teacher, 

particularly on small proj ects. 

The reason we way, that 'farm shop is the easiest place 

to start individual instruction, is because most of the ma

terial prepared for the teaching of the subject, on the old 

basis, is readily adaptable to use individual instruction. 

For example, We already have prepared job sheets, in varying 

forms, many of these can be put into the hands of pupils with

out changing and fill the need irr.mediatly. With the large a

mount of material already prepared for teaching farm shop, no 

great amount of special arrangement need be made to put farm 

shop work, on the individual basis. After a demonstration is 

made of a shop skill, it is then mostly a problem of super

vision, direction, and testing, on the part of the teacher 

and study, work, and drill, on the part of the pupil. 

LalJ'oratory work both in school and in the field is 

easily adapted to individual instruction for the sa~e reasons. 

Laboratory exercises are already arranged on the experimental 

basis ready for use by the individual. 

Classroom work is not so easily adapted to individual 

instruction. The reason is that there is a big dearth of 

,material for individual instruction. The dearth of suitable 

self-instruction material has held back the progress of in

dividual work in schools. 
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"The p~oblem of the right kind of textbook and test material 
to be used with the individual method must be solved before 
there will be any wide-spread use of tn.e method." 
(f, A. I. Stoddard. p. 231). 

C. Textbooks Not Adapted to Individual Instruction. 

"The textbook is too limited in its scope. It has been sug
gested that this difficul ty in the textbooks is due to the 
experience of publishers who have had to insist that the 
book fit the ideas and tastes of teachers, rather than those 
o f pup i Is. In the upp e r grad e sand high scho 0 lit i s ev i den t 
that no one book can contain the discussion of topics which 
it is desirable for the pupil to study. The need for develop
ment of methods of comparison requires that he refer to var
ious authors, and other varieties of evidence." (I, A. A. 
Sutherland p. 20). 

"Most of the textbooks that have been written were meant 
for class use, with the teacher assigning lessons and meeting 
the class in daily recitations so that the necessary direction 
and help might be given from day to day." (1, A. J. Stoddard, 
p. 23). 

Until textbooks are printed in a form suitable for indi-

vidual instruction the teacher, on the individual basis, will 

have to use the many fine books that are now on the market, 

by supplementing them by assignments. This process is being 

used in many schools that are applying the individual method 

in general education. 

D. Job Analysis and Individual Instruction. The plan of 

education toward which the teaching profession moves is con-

cerned, not primarily with knowledge, but with activity. 

Instead of knowledge of textbook sort, there should be sub-

jective activities which are continuous, vigorous, diversified, 

abundant, and fruitful. 

"The curriculu.Yfl should be conceived in terms of a succes
sion of experiences and enterprises having a maximum of like
likeness for the learner. The materials of instruction should 
be selected and organized with a view to giving the learner 
that development most helpful in meeting and controlling life
situations." (3, Committee on Curriculum Making, p. 18). 
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To select and organize materials of instruction a teacher 

must analyze each job to be taught, which in vocational educa-

tion becomes a teaching unit. This is necessary because if new 

ways of behaving are to be developed in the boy, the best mode 

of behavinr that the race has discovered must be acquired by 

the boy_ Job analysis has proven to be one of the best means 

of selecting and organizing materials which will give the learn-

ers, the development ~ost helpful in meeting and controlling 

life situations. 

"It is necessary that a teacher have at hand at any stage 
of his teaching an outline of the general attitudes, the finer 
appreciations, the important concepts and meanings, and the 
generalizations which he wishes to secure as part of the out
comes of his instructions. Not only must he have this outline 
of attitudes, appreciations, meaning, etc., which he sets as 
the goals of instruction. but, to be reasonably sure, that 
these come out of the instruction, the activities of children 
should be planned in outline form in advance. It (3, Committee 
on Curricul~~ Making, p. l8). 

The above quotation, by the committee on eurriculum .M.ak~ng 

of the National Society for the Study of Education, confirms 

the use of job analysis and teaching layout sheets, which have 

been in use in Colorado for several years. 

The teacher should analyze each job to be taught in order 

that the best experience of the race in doing a job may be pre

sented to the boys in vocational agricultural classes. The job 

should be analyzed as completely as possible the first time 

and additions and revisions made whenever a new factor comes 

to the attention of the teacher, or conditions change. In other 

words, the analysis must be kept up-to-date, to meet the educa-

tional needs of pupils in a changing world. 
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The teacher needs this analysis for his use in guiding, direc-

ting and stimulating boys into better ways of behaving and for 

presenting the common essentials of a job to pupils. 

The teacher still needs the teaching layout sheet, or 

lesson plan, to guide him in putting over the instruction, set-

ting up objectives, devices for donducting the instruction 

and for making his instruction conform to the four steps of a 

lesson. 

D. Job instruction Sheets needed for Individual Instruc-

tion. Until textbooks are produced suitable for individual 

instruction it is necessary to supplement textbooks with mimeo-

graphed assignment sheets. 

"The assignment (sheet) furnishes what is lacking •••• 
in the ordinary textbook. That is, it suggests different lines 
of motivation for the work, states the purposes that control the 
dOing of it, outlines tasks that are to be done, and supplies 
the explanations that are necessary in order that the child may 
progress without a large amount of help from the teacher. These 
assignments are mimeographed and placed in the hands of the pupils, 
(1, A. I. Stoddard, p. 243,) 

The assignment or j ob sheets for ea.ch enterprise can be 

mimeographed or printed and given or sold to pupils. Where this 

is impossible they may be hectographed, or even written upon the 

blackboard and copied by the pupils. 

In the past agricultural teachers have taken assignments 

from the job analysis sheet of the teaching layout and given 

directions either written or verbal. Jobs have also been ana-

lysed by the class group as a whole to get problems for study. 

Many teachers have given problems for study directly to pupils, 

regardless of individual needs. In all of the systems used, 
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that the writer knows about, they have disregarded the indivi

duals very largely; every pupil gets the same oose of subject 

matter. 

To take care of the individual needs of pupils, a system 

must be devised that is flexible and can be used by the indi

vidual as well as the class. The right of the individual to 

plan and think for himself has been largely denied by methods 

now in use, for presenting subject-matter for study and prob

lems to be solved. 

There are individual aspects of every job even though 

common to all. 

these aspects. 

Provision must be made for taking care of 

In the past pupils have had no part in the 

making of their own curriculums. Some system must be used 

which will permit the individual pupil to choose his own cur

riculum, under the guidance of the teacher, for the solving 

of the particular problems confronting him in his own life 

si tuations. 

Job sheets should be devised which will not only take 

care of the common essentials needed by all pupils, in common, 

but which will also take care of the individuals personal needs 

Before attempting to devise a job sheet a list of objec

tives sought thru their use should be set up for guidance. 

E. Objectives Sought through the Use of Job Sheets. In 

job sheets for use in vocational agricultural instruction on 

the individual basis, the following objectives are sought: 

1. Develop a means for directing the suudy of 

common essentials necessary to the job. 
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2. Develop a means for directing the study of 

individual problems connected with a job. 

3. Provide a means of developing creative 

thinking ability on the part of pupil. 

4. Provide a means for presenting the general 

situations of a job to all pupils. 

5. Provide a means for the boy to present his own 

specific situations. 

6. Provide a means for presenting the general 

decisions to be made in the study of the job. (pre

sent common problems to boy). 

7. Provide a means for the boy to present his own 

decisions or specific problems. 

8. Provide a means for presenting the common-fac

tors of a job to the boy. 

9. Provide a means for the boy to present the 

factors having to do with his own specific decisions 

and problems. (Eoys cannot solve problems unless they 

can recognize the factors of a pro1lem.) 

10. Provide a means for presenting guides to in

fonnation for solving the common factors of the job. 

11. Provide a means for the boy to discoveT and pre

sent the guides to specific information having to do 

with solving specific factors of his own job. 

12. Provide a means for presenting and directing stu

dy o~ general and related information. 
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13. Provide a means for directing the boys to 

reference material. 

14. Provide means for giving directi'ons for 

study and doing of the job. 

15. Provide a means for taking care of problems 

which arise thru study of jobs or in the doing of a 

job. 

16. Provide a means for presenting directions 

for guiding activities on field trips, in the laboratory, 

farm shop and in home practice work. 

17. Provide a means for boy to list home practice 

work, laboratory work, and shop work, which must be done 

by hL'11 on speci fic problems. 

18. Provide a means for guiding the original and 

c~eative thinking of the student. 

19. Provide a means for developmng the ability on 

the part of the boy to analyze jobs. 

20. Provide a means for testing the thinking abil
ity of the boy. 

21. To save time of both boys and teachers during 

class time. (Save copy work). 

22. Provide a means for guiding the preparation 

and study of a lesson by the boys. 

23. Provide a means for stimulating the think-

in~ ability of the boys, by presenting the common 

essen tial s., 

24. To avoid confusion in study,.. by making study 

problems definite and systematic. 

25. To furnish a guide for analyzing and studying 
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specific individual jobs,. individual phases of group 

and class j ob s. 

26. To provide a means of putting responsibility 

upon the boy, for choosing and planning a large share 

of his curricul~~J under the guidance of the teacher. 

27. ltovide a means for caring for needs of 

bright and slow pupils. Be flexible and suited to 

pupils capacity for study. 

F. Essentials of a Useful Job Sheet. The job sheet becomes 

the pupils study outline as in vocational agriculture, jobs be

come lesson units. In order to become useful it should have 

the following essentials. 

1. Must co.~'tain directions for study and doing of 

only one jab. 

2. Should be si~ple and easily understood. 

3. Provide guide for analysis of a job. 

4. Provide directions for study of general and 

related work. 

5. Provide list of references, suggested, laboratory 

shop and home practice work. 

6. Provide space for pupils analysis. 

? Not be too long or cover too many pages, both 

sides o~ the sheet can be used. 

A suggested job sheet is illustrated on the following 

page. Directions for using are enclosed in each space fol

lowing a heading. A job sheet as it is filled out by the teach

er is on page 72, and a completly filled job sheet, as it is 

finished by both teacher and pupil is illustrated on page 74. 
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JOB SHEET E"OR STUDY GUIDE I.N VOCATIO.NAL AGRICU.LTURE 

E.NTERPRlt3E: ---------------------------------------:D!,s:Month: JOE: ___________________________________________________ :_-_1_. __ : __ ~_0_v __ ._: 

Situations to be dealt with: 

(General situations are stated heTe by the teacher). 

Pupil's situation: 

(The pupil states here his own specific situation 

reala t i ve to a j ob) . 

Decisior.s that must be made: 

(Teacher states here a decision which is common to all 

pupils in class jobs or co~~on to all pupils iD a group 

in group jobs, or it can be left blank and the group can 

decide on the decisions in discussion. It is usually 

best to state at least one decision to stimulate pupil 

thinking) . 

Factors of decisions to be made: 

(Common factors stated here) (Pupil factors stated here) . 

Information needed for app.lying factors: 

(Common essential information is listed by the teacher 

covering corr~on factors). 

(After teacher s list of "info:rJ!lation needed'! pupil will 

find and list, tfinformation needed, ·"to cover pupil factors~. 
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Related and General Information: 

(Teacher lists com.1'Ilon and related information meeded, 

such as related science, and other related informa

tion. Teacher also lists general information for 

benifi t of bright pupils). 

Problems for discussion arising from study: 

(Students list problems they want to discuss in class, 

or with some one else. questions listed here, answers 

to which cannot be found in reference material). 

Related field work, illustrations, laboratory and shop work: 

(Teacher lists common essentials necessary for all pupils). 

(Pupil lists special interests). 

Home Practice: 

(Teacher lists desirable home practice). 

(Pupil lists special interests). 

References: 

(Teacher lists references covering co~~on essentials). 

(Pupil finds and lists references for his special problems). 

Explanations and Directions: 

(List special directions on board or on separate sheet. 

Laboratory exercises, shop job sheets, etc.,) 
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JOB SHEET FOR STUDY GUIDE IN VOCATIO.NAL AGRICU.LTURE 

ENTERPRISE: Farm Work Horse. 

JOB: /3. Building a Horse Barn. 
: Days ·.!Iion th: . . 

Situations to be dealt with: 

.Barn need not be expensive to be servicable. Many horses 

do poor work because poorly housed. Poorly housed horses 

cOnsume more feed and are more susceptable to desease and 

consequent layoffs. 

Pupils situations: 

Deeisions that must be made: 

What kind and type of horse barn to build? 

Factors of decision to be made: 

1. Type of horse barn. 4. Construction. 

2. Type of farming. 5. Material. 

3. Climate. 6. Cost. 

Information needed for applying factors: 

1. What type of horse barns are suitable for this climate? 

2. How many horses does the average farmer in this com-

munity keep? 

3. Why must one consider climate when building a barn? 

4. Compare the construction used in the various types of 

barns, for strength, room, convenience, etc. 

5. Compare the suitability of different materials for floor, 

walls and roof. 

6. Compare the costs of various types of barns. 
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Related and General information: 

Unsoundness found in horses due to poor housing. 

Related field work, illustrations, laboratory and shop work: 

1. Visit good horse barns in your neighborhood. 

2. Draft plans of a good horse barn suitable for use on 

your farm. 

Home practice: 

References: 

Stewarts - Engineering on the farm. 

Wis. Station Bulletin,# 164; 

Colorado Extension Bulletin, # 1 - 50·A. 
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JOB SHEET FOR STUDY GUIDE IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE. 

EBTERPRISE: Farm Work Horse. 

JOB: #3 Building a Horse Barn. 
: Days : Month: 

2 : Nov,": 

Situations to be dealt with; 

Barns need not be expensive to be servicable. Many horses 

do poor work because poorly housed. Poorly housed horses 

comsume more feed and are more susc-eptable to disease and 

consequent layoffs. 

Pupil's Situations: 

We have a good horse barn on our place; but I would like 

to know more about building barns, because next summer 1 

will need to build a barn on our river ranch. I have 

four horses and three colts. Our barn at home needs a 

a new floor, and some repairing done on it. 

Decisions that must be made: 

1. What kind and type of horse barn to build? 

2. How good and how expensive a barn shall I build 

On the river ranch? 

3. What shall I use for a floor in our barn at home? 

Factors of decisions to be made: 

1. Types of horse barns B. Costs. 

2. Type of farming. 7. Ty:pe of barn sui table 

3. Climate. for needs. 

4. Construction 8. Amount of money availabl e 

5. Material. 9. Kind of floors. 

10. Housing col tao 
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Job sheet continued. 

Information Needed for applying factors: 

1. What types of horse barnes are suitable for this climate? 

2. How many horses does the average far.mer in this community 

keep? 

3. Why must one consider climate when building a barn? 

4. Compare the construction used in the various types of 
4. 

barns, for strength, room, convenience, etc. 

5. Compare the suitability of different materials for floors 

walls and roof. 

6. Compare the costs of various types of barne. 

7. What type of barn will suit me bast for the river farm? 

8. How much money can we afford to spend on the barn for 

the river farm? 

9. How much room do colts need? 

10. Should colts be kept in the barn or in separate stalls? 

11. What· kind of material is cheapest and easiest to get? 

Related and General Information: 

Unsoundne'ss found in horses due to poor hOUSing. 

Related field work, illustrations. laboratory and shop work. 

1. Visit good horse barns in your neighborhood. 

2. Draft plans of a good horse barn suitable for use on your 

farm. 

3. Make a door fastener for the barn door. 

Home practice: 

1. Help put in the new floor in the barn. 

2. put in window panes. 
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Job Sheet continued. 

References: 

Stewart - Engineering on the Farm. 

Wis. sta. Bulletin # 164. 

Colorado Ext. Bulletin, # 1-50 A. 

James Way Farm Buildings. 

Farm shop Job Sheet ~o. 26. Hot Metal. 

Explanations: 
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If the job sheets are put out in booklet form, they are 

preceded by a complete enterprise analysis which should in

clude managerial jobs, sensory and motor operative jobs. 

Many of these complete enterprise analysis are now available 

in the various states. Boys carrying projects in an enter

prise will need this complete list. The teacher will give 

instruction in the jobs included in the yearly teaching plan 

in class. The rest of the jobs must be taken care of at oth

er times. Obviously, the teacher cannot teach everything to 

the boy. His father will teach him a great many things. 

Other things he will pick up thru observation or by trial add 

error. But the jobs should be brought to the pupils mind by 

means of the enterprise analysis sheet, to stimulate his ac

tivities. The teacher should check his learning process when

ever possible. 

Job instruction sheets need only be made for ~obs in

cluded in the yearly teaching plan. It would be an endless 

job to make them for every job which might come up. They 

can be easily made from the data furnished by analysis and 

teaching layout sheets, already made out, by the teacher. 

It is a good plan to furnish pupil's with a horizontal 

and Monthly Layout sheet so that they may list the jobs in 

the months in which they think the job should be done. It 

furnishes an extra guide and offers the pupil an oppertun

ity to check up on himself. When the job is done, he can 

check it off and it becomes a progre&s report. 
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G. Da.ily ProgrEL~::. of Work. If work is individual at all 

it is evident that the daily program is likely to be modified. 

Some pupils work faster than others thus disrupting the daily 

program. 

Under the Dalton plan every child makes his own daily 

program, e.xcepting for times when he must attend conferences 

called by the teachers. In the Winnetka Plan, children are 

classified into"supervised study" groups and "self-reliant" 

groups, according to the teachers judgment. Those in the 

"self-reliant group arrange their own prograJIl very largely, 

the "supervised study" group usually is made up of pupils, 

that, misuse their time or spend it on favorite subjects; 

or who get into mischief. 

Under either of these plans, the daily program in the 

old sense, disappears. "The very fact of individual work 
breaks down the necessity for rigid time tables. When the 
work becomes flexible to fit individual differences, the daily 
program, too, becomes flexible and adaptable. ft (1, Carlton W. 
Washburne, p. 238). 

The following daily program is well adapted to vocational 

agricultural instruction, particularly, if long periods of 

from 60, 80, to 90 minutes are used. 

1. Group activities - ten to fifteen minutes. 

a. Developmental discussion of a case job. 

(preferably taken from some member of the clas~. 

Analysis of case job. establishing case situ-

ations, decisions and factors. 

2. Individual Study. - thirty to sixty minuee6~ or 

the whole period, if necesaary. 
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a. Pupils analyze their own job sheets and work 

at individual study and assignments. The 

teacher will assist, direct, encourage and 

stimulate individuals fn study of problem. 

3. Group discussion. - 20 minutes or longer. 

a. Discuss problems arising from study or which 

have direct bearing on jobs being studied by 

the entire group. Group discussions often 

help the individual to solve problems. 

The above program takes place one day, the next day 

this program may be changed because more time is needed for 

discussion, listening to special reports; or to engage in some 

class activity, such as a field trip, or laboratory demonstra

tion. Occasionally a period is given over to entertainment, 

or for attending some agricultural exhibit at a county fair, 

or stock show. Some time may be taken for giving directions 

or for a talk by the teacher, or someone else. 

At certain times a special group may need to ~et to

gether to discuss some job which all students are not inter

ested in. For instance the boys having swine projects may 

have a special progxam. It may facilitate matters to discuss 

it with just those interested in the problem. If the problem is 

of interest to all pupils difer it until the discussion period. 

H. Conducting Class Work on The Individual Basis. Group 

pupils,with similar projects, together. When the slow and fast 

pupils are discovered place them in separate groups within the 

project group. They will thus be able to take up work together. 
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Place the slow pupils close enough to the fast pupils so they 

may get help from them. Permit pupils to confer with one 

another in low tones, upon permission from the teacher. Do 

not permit any pupil to speak in a loud tone and thus dis

rupt the study of others. Discipline must be rigidly main

tained. An appreciation for the rights of others must be 

inculcated in the group to keep the problem of discipline 

from becoming a battle between teacher and pupils. Put 

mischieveous pupils under close supervision near the teaoh

ers desk. 

Recitations will be abandoned in favor of individual 

study, class discussions and socialized a.nd 6elf-e~ressEi:te 

activities. In abandoning recitations, considerable time 

will be saved which should be used to help individuals with 

their special problems. The pupil will use saved time, 

which accumulates in his favor, from one cause or another, 

for broadening his education, proceeding to the next job, 

or in doing extra work in the farm shop, or on self-ex

pressive activities. 

Pupils will reach different stages of the job activi

ties at different times; some may be doing laboratory or 

shop work while others are studying. Pupils doing different 

kinds of work should not be allowed to disturb others any 

more than nece.ssary. 

Pupils still keep a classroom notebook and a project study 

notebook. The job sheet takes the place of "problems for 

study". Have holes punched in them so they will fit the regular 
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loose leaf notebooks, which are generally used. After the 

boy has completed the analysis of a job the teacher should 

check his analysis, to see if he has thought the job out 

properly. "Methods in the classroom ~ust provide pupils 
with opportunities to form purposes, and if they form 
uhworthy ones, the teacher must guide them until they form 
better ones." (3, 8tuart A. Curtis,p. 96). 

After the analysis has been checked the pupil is 

permitted to study the job and make notes. When his notes 

are completed the teacher should check his facts. If they 

are correct he may proceed to make a plan for doing the job. 

When the plan is oomplete, tne teacher will read it and 

suggest changes to be made. The teacher should not dictate 

a plan for the boy. V~en the plan is complete, the job is 

finished, as far as the classroom work is concerned. 

Individual instruction cannot be sucoessfully carried 

out on the project until the jobs, to be done, have been 

studied in class and the plans for doing project work ap-

proved by the teacher. This is why project work is not the 

easiest place to start individual instruction. 

Pupils will need to be encouraged to accept responsi

bility for doing work on their own initiative. Responsi-

bility must be given to them or we cannot e:~ect much de

velopment along this line. 

Pupils must be put on their honor in the classroom, 

laboratory and shop to do their own work. 

The teacher will move from one department to the other 

to superviae the work of pupils. 
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RECORDS AND TESTS. 

A. Problem of the Chapter. Some for.msof record keeping is 

nece-ssary in individual instruction since each pupil is master

ing each job at his own rate. It is the problem of this chapter 

to devise a system of records for keeping account of p~pilts 

progress in dOing jobs. Also a means of testing the effective

ness of individual instruction must be devised. 

~. Records for classroom activities. If a system of records 

is not kept, ne means will be available for determining what 

progress is being made by individual pupils especially if the 

class is large. 

The pupils can keep some records themselves, as was men

tioned in Chapter VI. A Horizontal Layout sheet can be used 

for this purpose. The pupil checking off the job when he has 

completed it. He should date it when he starts and date it 

when he completesthe job. 

The teacher should make a chart for each enterprise and 

list the jobs down one side and the pupils name down the other. 

When a pupil completes a job, the date should be entered in the 

space opposite his name and the job he completed. He should 

then be given a grade in the class record book and his progress 

noted by comparing the date the job was completed with the time 

di stribution sheet or horizontal layout sheet. 

The chart will provide a granh of the progress of the entire 

class. A long series of dates after one pupil's name and a short 

series of dates after another Pupil's name shows the fonner pupil 

to be much more advanced than the latter. A glance at such a 
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reoord shows at once which pupils need stimulating and help. 

It will be necessary to have a different record sheet for 

eaoh enterprise, or subJ ect. See illustration of an Enter

prise record Sheet on page 86. 

C. Testing the effectiveness of Individual Instruction. 

In general educational fields, tests may be devised for t~st

ing every step of a lesson unit, but this ia rather difficu~ 

to do in Vocational Agriculture. ]'aotual information can be 

tested by prepared tests, but thinking and doing ability are 

hard to test. except by the judgement of the teacher. 

If the 1;)upil' s information on fact·s are to be tested, 

an answer sheet should be prepared. This will enable the 

l)upil to correct his own examination. Completion, ';.d tests 

can be used to good ef\fect for this purpose. 

The pupils note book offers a good opportunity for test

ing thinking, fact gathering, and planning ability_ fiis 

thinking ability can be judged by his ability to correctly 

analyze the job. Ris ability to gather facts can be deter

mined by an examination of hit; notes. His ability to make 

a good plan can be determined by judging the completeness 

of his plan for each jab. Do ing ab il i ty can be judged by 

determining how well he ii.oes the jab in, shop or in hi s home 

practice work. This is largely a matter of judgment on the 

part of the teacher. Some states use a score card for scor

ing proj ect· work. In using a score card judgment has to be 

exercised. 
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The "enterprise record sheet" will tell the progress 

being ma.de 'by each pupil. 

Ilfith these different methods of testing efficienoy of 

pupil's work t tl1B tea.cher should be a.ble to judge the eff,ec

tivness of work being done under the individua.l instruction 

pla.n. 



CHAPTER V III. 

DUTIES AND ABILITIES OF TEACHERS 

A. Problem of the Chapter. The duties and abilities of 

teachers for conducting vocational agricultural instruction 

are too numerous to include in this thesis. 'l'hese duties are 

listed on page 79, The Pennsylvania state College Hulletin, 

Bo. 22, Vol.xx, June 8, 1926. "Graduate wo~k in Agricultural 

Education" by William A. Broyles. It it necessary, however, 

to call attention so some of the special duties and abilities 

of teachers necessary for conducting individual education in 

vocational agriculture. 

B. Duties and Abilities of Teachers. "It is generally 
admitted that schools become vital only as they become human, 
and they become h~~an only as they, tend to individualize 'the 
unit personalities oomposing them. 'This prooess of'individual
ization,. is, morever, a socializing and co-operative process in 
which the teacher and the needy child work together in order 
that in, the end, the child may better fill his place, first in 
the school and later in society at large." (1, William Holmes, 
p. 31). 

In order to do successful individualized work two things 

are seeential in teachers: the right spirit and the right method. 

Patience, sympathy, andoheerfulmess are essential to the 

right spirit in giving individualized instruotion. Without the 

spirit whioh they engender, no teacher can succeed with indi-

vidual pupils in large measure. By crea.ting the rfght atmosphere 

in the room and the right attitude in himself, the teacher must 

Seek to win the pupilts heart, and thru his heart lead him tb 

exert his best effort. 

The right method of individualized' instruction. 

'I. The teacher goes to the pupil for giving the pupil 

needed assistance. 
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2.J.tle teacher works to remove difficulties. In 8, 

low voice and with perhaps a pleasant word of encoura.ce

ment or suggestion, the teacher directs the mind of th"e 

pupil to the difficulties. 

3. The, pupil is made self-helpful. The teacher 

leads the pupil to master difficulties himself, both by 

not telling him anything, that by judicious questioning 

he can be led to discover for himself, and by not doing 

the pupils t work for him. The pupil learns more by doinl 

a job himself, even though poorly, than by having it don,. 

for him. The fundamental principle of education is self

activity; the teacher's function is to find out just what 

the pupil knows and, wi th this knowledge as a. ba.sis, ,to 

lead him to see his way and to do the work himself. 

1.. Tea.ch Pupils how to study. Individualized instruc-

tion furnishes an opportunity to teach pupils how to etudy. 

lIany pupils fall behind in their work because they do not 

see the difference between the importarlt and the unimport

ant. Through proper indivldualized instruotion, they can 

be trained, or led to maater printed material. 

5. Individualized Instruction should be Wholly In~ 

dividualj one pupil at a time. The encouragement and a.id 

that come through individual instruction will make many 

a timid pupil self-reliant. 

6. The Teacher If'inds the Pupils W'no .fJeed Individual 

Aid. By examinations and testing, the teacher will be 

able to find the weak spots that must be strengthened 
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through individualized work. The teacher is to be the 

judge of who needs aid. He is not to wait for the 

pupils to ask for aid. 

7. Record of Work. Keep a record of aid given 

a pupil in the class record book, and of progress made 

on the "enterprise record sheetH. 

8. Class Work. During the Ind.ividual study period, 

the class is engaged upon<profitable study. The tea.ch

er having put the job sheet in the hands of pupils, 

and given the proper directions, sees during the indivi

dual period, that they do study and in case a pupil at 

his own desk seems to need help. he can call him to the 

desk or go to the pupil's desk and help him with his 

problem. 

9. Laboratory and Shop Work. In addition to work 

done in the clas.sroom, the teacher will aid individual 

pupils with problems in the laboratory and shop. 

10. }f'iel'd Study. When on field trips, if a pupil 

has dif~iculty with the problem, the teacher will take 

hL~ aside to aid him. 

11. Proj ect Supervision. The teacher sat off per

iods and in out-of-school hours will visit the pupils 

proJ ect to assist wi th problems which cannot be done 

in school. many times, they can take the boy in their 

car to do a special pieae of work. 

12. Special Period Work. If the tea.cher has an off

period during the day, much aid can be given to reta.rded 

pupils; those who have been absent; or are fa.lling behind 

in their work. 
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CHAPTER I~. 

DISADVANTAGES AND DANGERS Olf' IN-nlv 11>UAL I:NSTRUCTION. 

A. Problem of the Chapter. There are certain disadvantages 

and dangers in individualized instruction. ro determine the 

most important of these is necessary before they can be eliminated 

B. Disadvantages. 

1. The technique of individual instruction is still 

far too new to be definitely esta~lished. 

2. The securing of suitable textbook materials for 

individual work. 

3. The difficulty in preparing self-instructive 

material. 

4. It does not fit present school facilities, Iake-

shifts are necessary, except in new buildings. 

5. Teachers are not trained for individualized 

work. 

These disadvantages are not easily overcome. It will 

take much experiasnting to develop the proper technique of 

individual instruction. It will take time to prepare proper 

self-instructive materials and train teachers for individual-

ized work. School facilities necessary will only come with 

alterations in old buildings and by proper construction in 

new buildings. 

C. Dangers: There -is danger in over-emphasizing individual 

education. Individual education cannot solve all the evils of 

poor methods in education. Many other methods have virtues 

of their own. There is dange-r of substituting a proven method 

with one which needs more testing. 
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CO.NOLUSIO.N s. 

The need for individua.l instruction in vocational 

ag~iculture has become apparent. because of the varying life 

situations in which farm boys find themselves, on farms which 

vary in many respects from other farms. The farm boy, like 

other boys, must face an unknown future. He is an individual 

with varying capacities for learning and native ability. The 

more carefully the process and goals of education are analyzed 

the more the fact appears, that, the traditional class method 

of instruction has failed to make adequate provision for farm 

boys to express themselves as individuals, in self-direoted 

activities. Perhaps this has not been a failure to recognize 

a need. but al.a.ck of a method for meeting the need: A large 

amount of theory on individual instruction is available, but 

methods of organization and procedure are scarce. 

This thesis has been an attempt to adapt vocational 

agricultural instruction to individual needs of farm boys. 

It is the result of two years of experience in teaching by 

the individual ~ethod. The experience was unguided because 

of the dearth of guiding information in this field. and the 

lack of precedent, except what could be learned from exper

ience in the general eduaatdon field. 

An organization for instruction in vocational agriculture 

has been devised which is workable and which has adapted the 

present organization to individual instruction. 

A method of procedure has been set up which is effecti~e 

for conduoting vocational education on an individua.lized basis. 

Further experiments will undoubtedly develop a better and more 

efficient ~othod~ 
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Individual instruction can become very confusing if a. 

system of records and test's are not used for controlling 

it, so a system of records and tests were devised. 

Some of the disadvantages and dangers of individual in

struction have been pointed out to call attention to the faot 

that individual instruction is a relatively new development 

in education and oannot be expected to solve all our education

al difficulties. 

It may safely be concluded, that much can be done to adapt 

vocational agricultural instruction to individual differences, 

capacities and needs, of voca.tional a.gricultural pupils. 

Much can be done, al s'o , wi thout surrendering the obvious social 

values that inhere in class instruction. 
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APPENDIX A. 



A YEAlLYlUCHlNG PLAN 

FOR A COUUBOV INSTRUCTION DI AIlJIAL _1Ul.6:6.A.lmRY - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - -.-'-t 

LIBT O ..... T.R ....... 'EO 8. TAUGHT INT ... aQUa. 
WEEKB TO DEVOT. TO EACH ... ..,.... .... .. 

ESTIMATED AcTuA&,; 

1. Swine Prod~ct1on 6 

2. Sheep Production 6 

3. Dairy P~oduction 3 
--. 

4. Poultry Production 2 

5. Farm Work Horses 1 

6. Special group jobs 
14 

7. Specia.l indi vidua.l jobs 

8. 
- - --

9. -
10. --
11. 

12. 

Total for strictly advance work 32 

Time allotted for review work 

Time allotted for quizzes 2 

Time allotted for extras 2 

Total number of school weeks devoted to the subject 36 ..., 



A JOB OUTLINE 

For the Enterprise of _____ ..8EiEEP -P.1iCl:D.u.C.T.I!lll ___________________________ _ 

Estimate number of weeks allotted to the enterprise_..: ________ -..a-------------or --:...---3-----______ days. 

JOBS TO BE CONSIDERED 

Class Jobs 

1. Establishing a flock 

2. Care of Breeding flock 

3. Care of pregnant ewes 

4. Lam~ing 

5. Growing out lambs 

6. Summer managment 

7. Shearing 

8. Judging 

9. Building and Equipment 

10. Special Group Jobs 

11. Buying Feeder lambs 

12. Feeding fattening lambs 

13. Control of death loss 

14. Control of pests 

15. Deaeases of sheep 

16. Preparing mutton on the farm 

17. Specific individual jobs. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

DAYS TO DEVOTE TO EACH JOB AND MONTH IN WHICH THE .loa .8 TO BE TAUG 
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II 
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Tin e di striPuti~n can only b~ made 
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I ! I I 

- ___________ ----___________ ---_·1--...,.1---11--

Total 
5 5 4 4 6 2 2 2 
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A JOB OUTLINE 

For the Enterprise of ______ ~~rr;_~~~ __ ~~.?_~~9_t_~~~_~ _________________________ _ 

b f 6 2 Estimate num er 0 weeks allotted to the enterprise __________________________ or ------------------days. 

JOBS TO BE CONSIDERED 
DAYS TO DEVOTE TO EACH JOB AND MONTH IN WHICH THE JOB IS TO BE TAUGH 

--------------------------------------I~l OCT. I~I ____ ~ 
Class Jots !i : 

1. 

2. 

Est ;). b 1 i sh in g Qbj e c t i v e s for 
Growing Hogs. 

Choosing the Breed 

1 

2 

3. Selecting the "breeding stoc... 2 

, I . 

~ Judging hogs 2 

5. Care of "breeding stock 3 

6. Care of suckling sow and li -
ter. 3 

7. Growing out pigs 2 

8. l\~arketing hogs 2 

9. 
Special Group Jobs 

10. 
Marketing shoats for breede-s 1 

11. ~arketing ~eat hogs 1 

12. Marketing breeding hogs 1 

13. Developing breeding stock 2 

14. Buying feeder hogs 1 

1 1 
15. 

Fattening hogs for market 

16. Pasturing swine 1 

17. Showing hogs 2 

18. Butchering 1 

19. Home preparation of pork 2 
I: 
II 

20. Keeping records on wwine 1 il 
project !i 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '- - i- - - - j - -: - - - -! - - ,- - ~ 
! I ' t i . I t I 

Specific Individual Jobs. Tirile di1stributiqn c:in only b~ r.J.adJe I 

21. 

22. 

SUMMER 

Total 

f:qm da to I. day_\ Mary Wr-' ll ~e dOlne a t 
---s-±-d-e-o-f.~I--I----:--

! ! II: I I II NOT TO BE 
t I I . I CO UNTIED I 7 6 3, 1 I 3 I 6 2 4 SCHOOL Tn 

~ORM 4-MULTIQUPH SERVICE DT"1>"'A.U, CoLORADO AORICl;I.TURAL COJ..LEGE, FORT COLLIN!\! 
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